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NOVEMBER 19, 1878.

Passing.
. Where, bathed in dew, the sumptuous rose
By fields where frolie zephyr traces

Light furrows o’er the bending grain,

And by the brook whose babble greets

Nor till the grave’s green sod is pressed,
Thy hasting, weary foot shall rest,
— Catholic Record.
rere

English Ourtespondenios.
Ey

ENGLAND, $

October 20, 1878.
‘The address of the Chairman of the Baptist Union was such an address as you
might expect him fo deliver. Dr. Underhill is the principal secretary of the Baptist
Missionary Society, and has a long time
been in the service of the Mission.
At
Nottingham, the famous sermon of Carey's
when he rapped ont truth in

telegrams before telegraphs were invented.
Expect great things from God; attempt
great things for God,” were the two divisat Nottingham,
of the Mission-

ary Society. Dr. ‘Underhill could hardly
take the chair, at a session eof the Baptist
Union in Nottingham, without making a
missionary speech. He spoke of the origin, characteyistics and progress of their
mission work, and urged upon the breth- ren greater interest in it and greater prayer“7
fulness on its behalf.
The whole ‘of Tuesday was given up to
the consideration of the wants and necessities of the mission, the advocgey of its

and

vead,

. paper

place upon

it.

Calcutta, read

then

a

to three re-.
first a

was

conference

took

The Rev, C. B. Lewis, of
thé paper.

He said that of

30 ‘European missionaries in India, belonging to the Baptist Missionary Society, eight

were

at

home.

want

home

akid six needed

to come

The Society was not in immediate

of funds,

but men

were urgently

wanted, Five additional missionaries were
agreed to be sent oul six months since, but
as yet they have not been found. Dr. Culross delivered a very’ earnest and tender
valedictory address to Mr. Pearce, who
goes back to India to resume his work at
the

age

of 73;

to Mr. Angus M’Kenna, a

a noble missionary in the fullness of his
strength and power; and to Mr. H. Pestonji, a converted Parsee, once a Presbyterian, then a professor in King’s College,
London, now a Baptist, and going out to
India to labor among his own kindred and
preach the unsearchable riches of Christ,
Mr. Pestonji

has been a fire-worshiper, and

has suffered much because of his change. of
faith. It is said that when he was announced to speak at St. Albans, he was

ed as a ‘* converted, Pharisee.”
. of Zaccheuses came

the

annoanc-

A crowd

to see and hear him,

and did not know that any mistake had
been made,
ey had never heard of the
Parsees. © Mr, Pestonji said that as the
Israelites remembered and longed for onions
and cucumbers and garlic when in the wilderness, so he should long for English
"friends and English society when back in

India, for the English wouldbe his onions
and cucumbers and gatlic. At the public

again a candidate for President,

=

.

=

with

which

American

wants of the land, and

Some

things Mr. Brown

been dato connected with ‘the abuses of
the railroad stock system, or with kindred
abuses in other kinds of stock-operations.
But what cause save the fearful loss of moral confidence can acoount for the troubles of
a concern like the Pennsylvania Railroad,
towering as it does above all others
in the magnitude of its capital, property
and business? It seems that the greatest
concerns are in these times the most liable
to distrust and embarrassment. A merchant remarked to me, the other day, that

it is now the general experience that small

houses are paying best and doing most to
who did the singing for the congregation, keep up business. They are the class that
the performances upon the organ at every now stand in the gap, said he. This is
corner of the service, the non-use of Bi another of the singular peculiarities of. the
bles .in places of worship by the people, time, and illustrates again the moral nature
the practice of ministers reading their ser- of the distrust which paralyzes money and
mons, the tendency to preach philosophi- industry in every direction, at least almost
cal essays rather than sermons, and so on. everywhere that large corporations are conA new and more formidable danBut on the whole, taken altogether, the cerned.
ger
than
excessive
political power, and not
American churches from the Si. Lawrence
to the Gulf of Mexico, from the Atlantic to yet fully appreciated now dawns upon the
the Pacific, were, whatever might be their country in the growth of these vast corpofound fault

By wrecks of time—by scenes of sorrow—
By pleasures, rapture and despair—
By all that shapes this life of ¢are—
The bright to-day, the dark to-morrow ;

There

zeal

state control.

Thine ear, thy swift foot silent fleets.

clams, and bidding farewell

the
meet

the heavy strain voluntaryism has to bear.
Yet nobody, he said, desires state-aid and

with gladness most serene—

| tirnitg missionaries.

of

churches

‘Where blithe birds sing their loves, and fill

jons of Carey's discourse
- whieh led to the formation

Lewell,

At one of the meetings, Rev. H. S.
Brown, of Liverpool, gave an interesting

tists;

By whispering wood-walks—copses green—
Those twinkling glooms, so cdol and still,

was preached,

early morning services, when Mr.

you have in comparison with English Bap-

Thou passest—coming not again,

HL, NN OVEMBER

It seems to me evident that the state’ of
of Scarborough, Mr. J. C. Jones, of Spalding, and Mr. Handford, of London, spoke. the public mind is wholly peculiar and abAn animated discussion arose upon the normal, and the only explanation I can see
question of revivals, and also upon the of the paradoxical state of things is that the
spiritnal condition of the working-men. present distrust is mainly of a moral nature,
The Sunday school question was not forgot- and the direct result of the enormous growth
ten, nor “Good Templary.” A conference of dishonesty in virious forms, in commerupon the-Good Templar movement is re- cial affairs. All grades of immorality in
ported to have been very noisy and con- business, from unprincipled finatciering
fused. Ome minister, in opposing the or- and speculation to outright robbery, have
der, was proceeding to read from its ‘“ Rit- cropped out in so many and high quarters
ual,” whén he was charged with, obtaining aud on such an enormoyssMegle, that all orbroken
the book by dishongrable means, and his dinary bounds to’ upiciod) are
reading it publicly was objected to. - After Soo: and nothing remains a Jove its reach.
a long and angry discussion it was reselved I don’t say that this explanatio Ns sufficiesit,
that the Executiveof the Order be memo- but ir seems to cover more of §
riglized to publish a fresh edition of the than any other. It applies
anual.

commodiousness 6f your houses of prayer;
of the general culture and social comfort
of your ministers: of the number of Dr's

Among her sisters dreams and glows;

N.

missionary meeting, Mr. Samson, a return- and the national currency based on the
ed missionary, pleaded for more men; Dr. Government credit partakes with it in the
Brock vindicated the. accuracy of mission- public confidence to such a .degree that in
ary reports as against the ¢¢ The Earl and the absence of any considerable expansion
the Doctor,” and quoted largely from a re- of its volume, and in the comparative discent « Blue-book ; Mr. Pike spoke of the trust of all other values, it is simply worth
Orissa mission and of the Ex-Canon Grassi, more in goods or stocks than ever before.
at Rome, recently baptized and become a The currency has risen, while the valuation
missionary, sustained by General Baptists of commodities, securities, and- property,
in England; Mr. Page, of Bengal, told and of gold as their exponent, has fallen tostories of mission lite and appealed for wards the positive or specie standard.
help. It will be seen that a good mission- ‘And yet, with all this, the mystery
does not move,
but
ary spirit. was manifest at the meetings of is. that money
remains obstinately congested in the coffers
‘the Union.
Something ofan unusually earnest re: of the money-holding class, in spite of the
vivalistic spirit showed itself. Papers were tempting opportunities for investment, and
read on the deepening and quickening of the great needs of business and industry.
the spiritual life, one by Mr. Short, of Salis- Financial and political pundits are all at
bury, another by yourrcorrespondent; res- sea, and some of them, sooth to say, appear
olutions were passed respecting the duty to be half seas over. I have not’ noticed
of ministers and churches in relation to whether the Herald has entirely sacrificed
the poor and to the working classes; serv- as yet its’ beautiful and cherished theory
ices were held at one or two chapels, at that the calamities of the times are all due
which Mr. Varley, of London, and Mr. A . | to a secret apprehension .in the minds of
G. Brown, preached.
®here were, also, men that General Grant may possibly. be

ican churches. He spoke in the highest
terms of the number, the elegance, the

Thou passest by the bloomy spaces

CHILWELL COLLEGE,

DOVER,

and comprehensive address upon the Amer-

tly
@ es,

The shade

1

with.

The

paid

‘‘ minstrels,”

faults, a splendid and conclusive testimony
to the indestructible vitality, the, unlimited
power,” and the practical efficiency of the
voluntary principle.
The. Mayor of Nottingham invited the
delegates to breakfast on Friday morning.
About 400 availed themselves of this invitation, and many interesting speeches were

delivered.
Sk

THOMAS

SRA

New

York

GOADBY.

Dd

WASHINGTON, D. C5, Nov. 6, 1873.

In

District

No.

1,

Fred.

believe

every

candidate

who

opposes

this part

public

sehools;

of

is

most favorable, and the empbatic declaration is that they
conducted most

The

are

well

managed

and

efficiently.

Evangelical

share of glorious

Alliance has
eulogy

had

perhaps,

its

yet so

great an event must not be overlook&l by
your correspondent.
The desire to see and hear these great
men inspired people here as it did elsewhere. Not until the. very day of their

drink,

and

idleness

that beer and

engenders

brandy

make

panic has subsided, to be

mischief

crime.

sure,

The

butits

ef-

fects are daily growing more decided.
The suspension of the Washington City
Savings Bank has caused untold misery.

fused them,

may,

in

year, be doled out in driblets as the bankers may decide. Beggars are multipiying,
for if men fail to-get money to meet their
obligations, all is lost. People from all
parts of the country are rushing
to Washington for employment.
Oh, how they
long to secure

or

the

a downy nest

money

ne-

is re-

course

under

of a

Uncle

Sam’s extended wing! We doubtif there's
a perch left.
Every nook and corner is

It is possible that in a way not expected,
the Great Railroad Evil may cure itself, by full. It isn’t one official, nor all of them,
New York, Nov, 12, 1873.
giving:the nation a chance, a will and a that can give these imploring candidates
way to acquire the national roads and to a place. Only a few people know how to
THE SITUATION AND ITS LESSONS.
pull the ‘wires so that Uncle Sam will raise
The course of business, the present sea throw them open as toll roads for all carup and hover a pet for them. Nearly all
riers,
on
equitable
and
popular
terms.
son, baffles calculation and theory, with its
Turning frombusiness to political and mor- the laborers on the Public works have
apparent anomalies and contradictions.
al
bearings of the subject, the religious been discharged, and here are théugdnds
The country is full of money, beyond all
community
begins to be stirred by the ad- of men, who, to live, must get work someproportion to the business doing, and gold 1
monition
of
Providence, and with expecta- where, Through the sumwer, firm-hands
is pouring in from Europe to buy an
tion of a remarkable interest in spiritual could hardly be secured at any price, and
immense surplus of American agricultural
concerns, as an effect of the temporal -dis- soon hundreds will be begging for emproducts for &n unprecedented foreign deployment. . Evidently those who come to
mand at high prices. In the stock market, tress. Great revivals lof religion. follow
Washington for employment must be disgreat
disasters
in
worldliness.
The
service
too, everything séems favorable to better |
appointed, as thousands are, who throng
of
God
and
of
Mammen
‘seem
to
be
such
prices and improved, gonfidence, the-sacriour large cities. It seems a fabulous story
fices attendant upon the great failures have opposites that the one goes up as the other
that the little pages in the Senate and
been realized and borne, an unprecedented goes down. A warmer, humbler, and more
House get from $756 to $100 per month,
hopeful
feeling
begius
to
be
felt
in
the
amount of stocks have™s@én taken up and
and men and women may not be able to
prayer:meetings,
ind
great
stress
is
laid
in
paid for in full by bona fide investors, and so
Y@t it’s all true,
religious conferences, upon the extra awak- even earn their board.
extraordinary is the diminution of specula-|"
ening measures adopted by Divine - meroy
Indian delegations of different tribes have
tion on ‘‘margins”—that is, the purchase
Washington to
of stocks, by a mere deposit of say one-tenth with a sinful nation. It is a remarkable made a pilgrimage to
fact of human nature, that the minds of negotiate, and see ‘The Great’ Father.”
their price to cover possible depreciation—
men turn in trouble toward something When the Alliance were received by the
that the habitual difficulties of the multitude
higher. Nay,it is % very simple and obvious President, ‘Henry Ward Beecher didn’t
usually immersed in this kind of speculanecessity ; for they must turn to something leave his wits behind, but paid Gen. Grant
for
pay
to
have
they
tion, and the rates
out
of themselves, either higher or lower, a compliment for having eommon sense.
money 10 arry their stocks, ©. e., to keep
been
and
unless imbruted or materialized they We doubt if some men could have
their margins good under the daily fluctuawill turn to something at least a little high-- President so long, and not lost all the sense
ppeardisa
almost
tions in market value,have
Gen. Grant should be
ef, The publisher of Scribner's Monthly they did possess.
ed from the market reports in which they
the pride of this Nation for knowing how
remarked
to
me
that
the
Chicago
fire
proprominent
and
have long been a constant
duced algost instantly new and urgent or- to keep+his own counsel so sensibly. But
feature. All the present money institutions
about ‘the Indians.” When the Whitefoot
‘ders
from the suffering city, for their magare in healthful action, baving passed suctribe called on the *‘Great Father” he made
cessfully through the panic, and borne the azine. This may be an illustration of ‘the
a speech to which ‘‘Blackfoot” replied,
principle,
and
it
is
one
that
few
would
anstrain of their most pressing and heavy liatrcuble and calam- saying, among: other things, that he was
of
time
in
that
ticipate,
bilities, with strength but moderately imity the human soul seeks conzolation, and. glad to find “The Great Father” living in
paired and prestige greatly enhanced. The
vir- go nice a house, and adding that the red
high favor turns for it to new sources of reputed

currency has never-ttood in such
and confidence,

all

things

considered,

in

tue.

If religion does not draw largely from

Bank of England stands

men were all the children of the President.

the disappointed -votaries of the present When he had finished, another’ Indian,
world, this winter, it must be becapse of “Ouray,” made a speech too. A brilliant
culpable inactivity in presenting to them its thought ‘had seized him while Blackfoot
benefits and bringing them in contact with | was talking. He said, It Gen. Grant was
their “Great Father, Mrs. Grant must be
‘Vipr.
its power.:

the history of the nation. Properly speaking, gold has not fallen in price so much,
from the stagnation of the demand, as currency has risen in relative value and purchasing power. The depressed and weakened
and uncertain prices that prevail in everything except exports, are partly a result. of
The nearerwe live to Jesus, and the
the strengthened apd growing credit of the closer our walk is with him, the.less inclinational currency. The U. 8. Treasury pation we have for pursuits and pleasures
stands pre-eminent as a fiscal Institution in which he is not the object.
ro
not in magnitude only but in soundness
the
as
people,
the
of
and safety, in the eyes
Tae great po'nt is to be joyful in Gd.
in . that country,

America

every

Week.

—

fusely decorated with silver ornameuts,
beads and porcupine quills. Five chiefs and
braves of the Ottoe tribe had an interview
with the Commissioner (whom they addressed as Grandfather) in referéiice to the

v

MONETARY.

The

financial aspect of the past week has

on th& whole been like that of previous
weeks, with perhaps a brighter day in
New York on Tuesday than has been wit-

nessed before during the

pressure.

But

manufacturing establishments continue to
retrench, and many are losing employment.
Firms aye also failing here and there, and

none of the, large houses that had failed
have come to any

their creditors.

satisfactory

terms with

Besides, the Government

finds it impossible to make its new lean at
4 or 4 1-2 per cent., and the [Secretary will
probably ask the next Congress to let him
place the entire loan at 5 per cent,
DEPARTMENT

tastefully dressed, wearing silver bracelets,

ESTIMATES.

turbans

and redeemed, and establish-

ed Christians roused from the heresy of dullness. Materialism and Spiritualism in all
their glowing glory are preached and practiced in Washington. To make one satisfied

with self, and believe that brilliant dissipa-

ples.

his mother, and Miss Nellie

his own sister,

and they all must be: next of kin to the
whole Presidential family”! This new-born
idea caused as much merriment as Henry
Ward

Beecher’s

wit..

The

Crows,

Utes,

Arrapahoes, Cheyennes and Ottoes: have
been represented by these delegations that
have held council with the Commissioner
¢

to}

y

were filed in the patent-office

20,354

appli-

_

cations for patents, including reissued and
283 applications

for

extension

of

of trade-marks.
There were issued 12,917
patents, including reissued and designs,

The world has grown so wise, men’s
so

PATENT OFFICE BUSINESS FOR LAST YEAR.
For the year ending September 80 there

patents and 519 applications for registering

hereafier, wins, as it always has, many disciplans and purposes have

of lést year by about five.per cent.

designs,

tion and wanton indulgence are the end and
aim of life that carries no record to the

prospered, in-

the programme of proceedings

to become a constant terror to all under the

dissolution.

for

Events of the

and
pro-

dependently as they suppose of God, that
now they hasten to igngre the existence of
announced.
In the evening there was a ruler who shall sit in judgment over the
puplic service in four large churches, and works of his hands. If an apple and a ball
the Rev. gentlemen
were. ‘escorted in | of gold were placed before
a pig, the pig
carriages from one to the other, that peo- would seize the apple. So men groveling in
ple might get a glimpse of them all. The the earth for a pretense of ‘truth, will nevday following they devoted to making a er find what their souls crave. God is
tour of the city.
This day also Gov. above, not below. We must be lifted up,
Shepherd
entertained
the alliance at not dragged down, io find the exalted foct
Willard’s Hotel, and a most delectable steps of deity.
banquet was served.
With the annual gathering of our repTemperance societies are working to sup- resentative leaders, visitors are thronging to
press intemperance.
Their efforts will the Capital.
Every available spot is being
more than ever he needed, for financial taken up, rents are epérmous, boarding extroubles make men seek forgetfulness in pensive, yet moderate, compared with the
arrival was

shadow of their towering

disastrous

I pray

been reached

in

their

and

of

condition of the colored

colored children

forego the bare

themselves,

Fisch,

the District have elegant school buildings
and every modern facility fora thorough
education, which can not be said of white
childrens.
Low, miserable school houses,
crowded to the uttermost, and inferior advantages, make the contrast striking. The
recent report of the special committee appointed by Gov. Shepherd to examine the

fact, that

must

bulk, It may be worth while to question,
on general principles, whether institutions
which by the nature of the case seem to run
inevitably into the corruption of legislators
and the unscrupulous use of all'political and
legal tricks, can possibly escape rapid decay

Pastor

The estimates for the Indian service are
and bead caps, gay blankets,
broadcloth breeches and beaded moccasins. $6,725,000, an inoredse over last year of
Their hand-shaking was a specimen of $1,270,000. The total increase of the estitheir muscular power, and nearly paralyz- mates of the interior department, including
ed the arms of the victims whom they the above for the Indian service, is $1,800,or only about $600,000 increase for the
treated with a gymnastic exercise several i.
times. © They were accompanied by an entire department outside of the Indian
agent, interpreter, and a delegation of bureau. The estimates of the, department
of justice are about the same as last year.
Friends from Philadelphia.
7
In many of the churches thére has been So far as can be ascertained from the figures
a revival of religion since the grove and already prepared, the total of ‘the estimates
eamp-meetings in August. Sinners have irom all the departments will exceed those

mixed schools will be elected, for they are
sure to have the votes of those men who
glory in being called democrats. It is a

while

wormeaten

“Do ye know,

Douglass, jr., was the regular nominee. sale of 80,000 acres of land, their reserva
Rev. James Brooks ran independently, and tion in Nebraska, by the Government.
was elected by a good’ majority. Both, The chiefs said they wanted to sell their
although gentlemen of color, differ wide- entire reservation consisting of 165,000
ly in their views. Mr. Brooks is a temper- acres, and move to. the Indian Territory.
| ance man who believes in lezislating accorc- They had no desire to live like white
ingly, and also opposes mixed schools, people, and when told that the CommisThe conservative party had no candidate, sioner would expend money at the discretion
and a most novel feature in the election of the Government thev seemed dissatiswas seeing the aristocratic gentlemen, fied, and replied «tthal they ought to be as
once slave owners, rushing to the poles to free as them curly headed fellers,”” meaning the negroes. Th=se Indians were quite
support a colored
representative.
We

Men and women

and

red men,
costumes,

day,

day of my life !”
a

between these Indians and the Cheyennes.
They were noblé looking
were dressed in aboriginal

one

47

Paris, grasping him with both hands, said,

Arrapahoes, and fixing the boundary line

TOPICS.

The efficient management of Gov. Shepherd seems to command general satisfaction. His untiring energy will push forward every improvement possible.—~The
tumult of political strife has again given
place to quiet, and the candidates who
won the ticket,

‘lunch-room

of Inia affairs,
The ATihoe
and
Cheyenne chiefs cs#ine to. talk about the
reupion of the Northern and Southern

* Special Correspondence.

CURRENT

Number

1878.

cessities of life,

rations.
Fault of their own Or of the times,
they seem to tend to moral rottenness, and

in

Correspondence.
I

19,

PES

THE

XI, VIII.

—

"Volume

285 extended and 955 allowed but not issued,

by reason of the non-payment of the final
fee. There were 3,274 caveats filed and 475
trade-marks registered. The fees received
during the same period from all sources
amounted to $901,621, and the total expenditures to $699,449. The appropriation
asked for the fiscal: year ending June 30,
1875, is $693,500.
A SENSIBLE

PROPOSITION.

There is a strong feeling among moderate

Republican Senators in favor of opening the
doors

of the party

Schurz and their

to Senators

associates

in

Sumner,

the

Senate,

and of such action in forming the committees as shall recognize them as republicans.

Of course, such action would not be taken

if it should appear, after’ consultation with
plain house rents for fifty dollars per month, these gentlemen or their friends, that such a
a mere sleeping room with gas and register, courseon the part of the Republicans Would
twenty dollars per month, while for a styl- be distasteful to them. From the promiuence of those expressing a desire to see these
ish residence in a desirable location one
hundred dollars per month is moderate. gentlemen acting with the Republicans,
Penniless men and women who come here it does not seem as if it could be a difficult
seeking employment would do well to count matter to arrange, if Messrs. Sumner and
the cost first. Brokers and real estate Schurz do not object.
agents complain about the scarcity of housAN ECCLESIASTICAL CHANGE.
es to rent, whole buildings are going up in
price of a corner to call one’s own.

all

directions,

and

must

A small,

continue,

that

pilgrims to this National Mecca may find a
resting place. After the holidays, what
a round of elegant gayeties will almost
eclipse in brilliancy foreign courts. Thanksgiving is near at hand.
We have cobwebs
to brush from cur hearts, couceits to argue
out of our heads, motes to pluck from our
selfish vision, but with all their works of
humiliation, we have a glad, grateful corner

in our hearts for God’s great mercy in staying the ravages of death, and keeping from
our beautiful city plague and pestilence.

BEssIE BEECH.
eet

lp Ap Ap

Importunity.
.

er of Abraham

in behalf of Sodom,
this

says:

in

earnest importunity,

Again and again did

he present his cause.
shalled his arguments,

Six times he marand. each time was

intercession,

heard ; and it wasithe suppliant’s faitk, and
not the Sovereign’s grace, that

failed

even

then. What if he had ventured to speak
once more? Everywhere in the Word of
God, by example and commgnd, are we
urged to fervent, frequent, continued. supplication. Our Lord himself repeated the
request

three

times.

Moses

and again besought the Lord,

again

rising high-

er and still higher at each request,

for

the

presence and glory of the Lord.
Jucob
wrestled
a whole night.
Elijah, with his
face between his knees, sent seven times
before the answer came.
The parable of

the widow and the unjust judge beautifully illustrates and enforces the same
grace of importunity. The Syrophcenician
mother found in her repeated repulses the
very plea which gained the victory. Let
us, then, pray without. ceasing, and faint
‘Let us humbly,

trustingly,

and

im-

portunately implore
God to save our
children,to avert evils from our+homes
and our country, and abundantly to bless
our

The main effect of the recent censure of .
Stephen H. Tyng, jr., for preaching in a

Methodist pulpit, has

-churches,

Christian

Sabbath

agencies.

schools,

“Wilt

vive us agair, that thy people

thou
may

and

all

not rerejoice

in Thee
ER hd

ane a

i

The good effects of the Alliance meeting in New York will not be felt alone in
America. The foreign delegation go home

full of the

inspiration

Meeting

old

an

of the

American

been

contempt the persons who

to cover with
inflicted

it.

It

is doubtful if the censurers of Bishop Cummins come off any better. This is only
another evidence of the folly of attempting
to rule men’s opinions and practices.
It
deserves the rebukes that it is constantly
receiving.
;

” A SPANISH OUTRAGE.

*“We find, moreover,

not.

terians in celebrating the Lord's supper
brought upon him a torrent of High Civrch
censure, has published 'a letter declaring
his withdrawal from the Episcopal church.

AIH rg Gtk

Dr. Ormiston, commenting on the pray-

same

Bishop
Cummins,
of the Diocese of
Kentucky, whose participation with Preshy-

friend

occasion.
at the

A Spanish gunboat lately captured the U,
S.

Cuban

waters,

took her into Sartiago, Cuba, and

publicly

shot

steamer
her

Virginius
Captain

in

and.

crew,

and

about

fifty passengers, making over one hundred
in all. Among the killed were Gen. Ryan,

well known in this country,
Cuban leader,

the

Cespedes, the

Cuban

Gen. Bambetta,

and Franchi Alfaro, who, it is claimed, was
about to take the Presidency - of the Cuban
insurgents. The Spaniards claim that this
vessel was carrying

arms

and

men

to aid

the Cubans, and so attempt to justify their
diabolical outrage. But the very fact that
our Government doesn’t acknowledge a
state of war betwéen Spain and Cuba makes

the seizure unlawful, and the Presidentand
Cabinet are trying to decide
about it.

The

only

thing

what

that,

to do

apparent-

ly, will save Spain from severe handling
will ‘be the possible proof - that the Virginius by#furning blockade runner had forfeited the right to float the stars and
stripes.
|

JAPAN.

Minister Delong has been relieved of his”
official duties at this Court, ‘and his suc-

cessor, Mr.

Bingham,

is

already

at his

post.—Ambassador Slido, to act as our
agent in the revision of treaties, is danger.

ously ill, and the work

has been suspend-

ded.—The’ Emperor has lately been in
state to open a Polytechnic school at Toki,
where li¢ delivered a model as well as
modern speech, and witnessed a great
chemical and gymnastic exhibition in his ;

hodor.
The way fhe Japanese go fo
school may be judged by noting that about
40,000 students are already
Poly it i school at Toki.

attending

this

370
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QUESTIONS

it, thy will | midst

I drink

tifying him to drink of it.
Heb. 5: 7.
How calmly he met his trial, mockery, ex-

mane? JVnat
place? Where was Gethse
‘haracter of the spot? John 18: 1.

iL

to his disciples?

? ‘LF w did Christ feel? |
sons ofby Zebedee
the
Whattwois mean
very heav¥# The cause of his | Sage
«.

:
:
:
gloom?
say?
Christ thenWhy?
“8%. What
fering
did hedid endure?

| thee;

suf- |

bestowed.

reads, ** All things are possible unto
Luke
take away this cup from me.”

.
to watch?
39. Then what did Christ do?
him to fall on | is, ** If it is consistent with the wisdom and
What caused
Luke 22: 41.
say?
prayer? The meaning of * this | goodness of thy plan of salvation,” or, * If
his face? His
Jesus add to his petition?
cup”? What did
d | thou canst, by any other way, redeem and
40. Coming to the disciples what did he find?
Why did save lost men, let me escape this threatenLuke 22:45.
What does § uke add?
feelings
pons
Jesus address Jetors, Verse 33.
ing storm of malignity, insult and shame.”
this language to Peter
in
are expressed

rest,”

he

is,

the hour

for

whieh

he

says, and

came

this glorious canse,

prisoners, Supervision of discharged con-’
viets, Of the miscellaneous- questions proposed, we note, Whether prison officers
should have special truining
for their work,
Whether the government of prisons should
be placed in the hands of a supreme central
authority, The best means of repressing
crime,

into the

words

intended

Were these
he was betrayed?
for reproof?
:
What did he add? Who was at hand?
46.
When we think of the agony of Christ to what
should we be moved?
How does he teach us to
How to resist temptation?
<1osé our prayers?

’

before

and

represent

the

mockery of man,

of a death

the deserts

which

of sinners.

should

International

* The

angel, and

his mind

was

found.

Hence,

as

holiness

shudders

at

fifth, and before the thirty-sixth verse of wickedness, and heaven loathes the nature
the chapter we are now considering. John of sin, sothe holy, heavenly Jesus shud14—17 chapters.
dered in view of that event which symbolGethsemane was a garden situated at the
ized the consequences and deserts of transfoot of Olivet.
The. brook Cedron ran
gression. In becoming a sacrifice for sin,
between it and Jerusalem, so that John
Jesus was to be associated with it-in a
says, *“ He went forth with his disciples
way that his divine purity dreaded. Then,
over the brook Cedron, where was a gartoo," consider how refined and sensitive the
den.” John 18: 1. - Gethsemane means an
Godman was, and that now Satan entices
oil-press. Hence, the place contained ohve
him with more subtlety thar in the wildertrees, cultivated for their fruit.
It was a
ness. Luke 4: 13.
But while he thus was
grove beneath the friendly shade of which tempted, and wrestled in agony, he says,
Jesus bad often sought retirement. Prob¢ Not as I will , but as thou wilt.”
ably it was a place of resort for the inhabThese words show a spirit invulnerable
itants of Jerusalem, and may have been to the enemy.
The virtue of our Lord
furnished with arbors, seats and fountains,
rises superior to the clamor of nature, and
The site is now known, but contains no
duty triumphs over instinctive desire. The
special features of beauty. It is covered
will of God is better than the desires of
with stones, bas eight very ancient trees, men. It is more merciful and more biessand is surrounded by a wall of modern
ed. Jesus knew that hé should err indeed
date. These aged olives, gnarled and rugif he prayed in any other spirit than this.
ged with the growth of centuries, impress
40. Returning to his guardians he finds
the mind of every beholder with peculiar

Capitalists,

Extradition

, treaties,

veperation.

Other trees

of recent

growth

arc found in the vicinity. ¢ Sit ye here,”
was said to the eight disciples. Their place
was near the entrance

of the

garden.

No

them

asleep.

Of course, then, the

fell asleep in spite of effort.

Besides,

88. This remark shows how deeply troub*“ My soul

rowful, even

unto

is exceeding

death.”

tensity of the language.
'

us

Notice

The

sor-

the in-

word

ren-

dered soul is distinct from the word ren«dered spirit, and means the human soul,

sorrow

as bitter as that of death,

or severe enough

to take

life away.

His

sufferings were indescribable, and under
them he felt that, without the help

be should be crushed.

of God,

eral

*‘ Tarry ye here

and watch with me ; —watch against a sur-

~ prise from Judas.

ghip, as if he thus

share with him

sleeping.

The

his distress.

The

term,

of its meaning is found when the

petty annoy-

life.

More

care-

This

commission

closing | ,¢ Germany;

Count

The good

| Austria;

to

tie that

Steam-ship!

*

God

PILGRIM.

lect

only,

can

we judge, if permitted to judge at all, that

God causes any events to transpire. Being
a aware thatit is not well to get too deep.
iato this subject, if there be any right to
special vote of thanks was given to Dr. take it upat allto philosophize upon it, I
Wines, of whom Dr. Guillaume said, ‘His
make simply allusion to the points without
ame was the first word spoken in the Congress, and it should be the last. The con- attempting to unfold them.
That God does not authorize evil, we all
ference had begun with him, and it should

the Congress. |

of the sev- |
the |

with

information

end

refer-|

with

with

an

el-

of his

acknowldgment

and

of iy

United

States,

The Congress

was

evidently

a

success,

is both
enlightened dis-

readily admit, though geod may follow;
although
there
are
jnstances of good
undoubted act of
which seem to be an

the proposition to hold such a Congress was | cussion,

that

we

may

find

an impracticable one, aud all reflecting per- | mode of preventing crime,
sors knew

and

to

secure

useful

results.

When the Congress assembled,it was found
that there were representatives from the
governments of twenty distinct nationalities,
andin addition to these, there were delegates from fifteen of the United States of
America, and from five of the states

the
as

third time he retired

cup might pass from him,” yet adding always, ‘‘ thy will be done.” In answer to
these reques(s an angel of God came and

of the

German Empire.
Several of the large
colonial dependencies of Great Britain were
also represented, and the total number of
these representatives of nations and states
was between sixty and seventy,
There
were also numerous delegates front sation:
al committees, prison societies, managing
boards of penitentiary and reformatory establishments, and

other

organizations,

the

best

and reforming
H.

W.

that there wonld be difficulties to | criminals.

surmount, obstacles to overcome, and that |
it would require considerable tact to bring
it abont,

out

The Good Ship Olympia.
God bless her! she carries precious
freight. Help to the needy, joy to the
desponding, fresh hope and courage to
weary,

overburdened

ones,—such

is

her

cargo. Residents of two hemispherds are
anxiously watching her progress over the
pathless waters.
Frqm hundreds of family
altars, from scores of Christian sanctua| ries, ascends the earnest petition, that the
voice that calmed the raging waters of

in-

cluding the *‘National Institute of France.”

These brought up the number of members

of them

had

had

personal

prisons and prisoners,

experience of

and, in’ some cases,

the experience was large and varied.
‘When the plan was first proposed to the
English government, they did not enter into the project very

warmly;

hut

when

the

Congress met, they gave it their full sympathy, and did everything they could to
make it a success. They instructed Mayor
Du Cane, chairman of the directors of Convict Prisons,

to attend the

sessions

of the

Congress, and give all the information in
his
possession with reference to the prison
system of England; and they threw open

to the

rg of the

Cougress

every

prison an
rmatory in the United Kingdom. . The Secretary of State for the Home,
Department, the Right Hon. H. A. Bruce,
attended one of the sessions of the Congress; and on behalf of the government
thanked the Congress for choosing England
as the countryin which to; hold the first.

of evil,

ar

whatever

dales of bonny Scotland and

now, again on

the restless waters, are rapidly approaching their future home.
In that far off land, an anxious company
“Long have they]
await their coming.
waited. For months, for years, have they
sent across the waters the. Macedcnian cry,

“Come over and help

us; send us assist-

<Providential

occurrence brings good, we know that God

only blesses and favors that which is in accordance with his will,and is right.

not.

and

his

It is truethat aman in a responsible position, one of high trust, the man bearing a
good

character,

well

spoken

of by

all,

the Lord at

all

times.”

Tt

is

a

stunning

blow to the one who has had his confidence
betrayed. “They that trust in the Lord
shall be as Mount Zion.”

as man does.

God does not act

fhe 500

Again, suppose a friend
in whom we
have ‘reposed
unshaken
confidence,
to
whom we have told our secrets, to whom

we have gone in

trouble,

have been open and

free

with
to

dence.

It should

have

been

whom we

their own dear family band.
The young missionary, who, eight years.
wince, in the bloum of his early manhood, in
meeting ; and Earl Granville, Secretary of all the ardor of youthful hopes, went to his
State for Foreign Affairs, invited the entire dear native Iddia to tell “the sweet old
Congress to a soiree al his rooms in the story of Jesus and his cross,”—he wails their
coming.
Well do we remember him,
foreign office.

no

ef-

fect remained. How often is this the case.
The gospel is heard but not embraced.

The gospel manifests a plan devised by
the eternal Father,
Son

ithe

form

and carried out by
of flesh,

to

bestow

his
the

richest Bléssings upon mankind. A scheme:
of mercy devised Ly an almighty judge,
to save a ruined sinner and make him fit
for heaven.
This plan was executed by
Him before whom demons tremble, at
whose voice the dead arise, and at whose
cry on the cross the heavens grew dark,
the earth quaked, the rocks were rent. Yet
this salvation is neglected. God help.
R.L.D.

Quaker Protracted Meeting. “The first noted protracted meetings held
in our land were in Maryland, in

years

ago.

George

Fox,

1672, 200

arriving

there

from the West Indies, held a meeting of

settled in the Middle or Southern States.
Settlements had been very slowly made,
the

corrupt Church

of England

and

Ro-

man Catholic were the prevailing religious
books in those states,and the new birth was

bers were workers.

The early
new place
new-born

up.
to
no
the

at the
move
birthmem-

No wonder they took

the land in a few years, and outstripped the

Puritans, Why can not Quakers now break
up new ground ? Has the spirit changed ?
No;

but unrenewed Quakers can not do it.

:

" W. B. HAMBLEN,

Faith, Hope, Love.
——

PO

>

communicate,

Now abideth these three: Faith, by which
our Father in we see the glories of the eternal sphere;
that our con- Hope, by which we mount toward them;
and several and Love, by which we grasp and inherit
been known them—therefore the greatest of these is
reaction,—re- Love.
of our confiLove, amid the other graces in this world, in God

first,

their temples, and Time's deep furrows then, as far as he gives breadth and scope,
are traced on brow and cheek,—wait to may it be allowed secondarily in our fellow
welcome the coming ones to the toils, the man, Many instances are known where
hardships, the sacred joys of missionary one and another have made a fellow man

life. They wait with anxious, throbbing
hearts to embrace another loved one from

prom-

Hence

worship for four days, and the reporter of it
The many instances of betrayed confi- | Sy is: “ Nochurch business was attended
dence must have their lessons.
The al- to,” Two more were held the same year
most daily reports of some defaulting cash- in the same state. The last was held five
ier of hitherto “‘good standing,” and men, days, and for the first three days no busiin various stations of responsibility, do not ness was attended to, all being meetings of
make it appear that God authorized or worship. This was ten years before Penn
éaused sach, but do most plainly speak settled Pa., and sixteen years alter the
from them to every individual ,and “he that hanging of Quak®rs in Boston, and before
Presbyterians, Baptists or Methodists had
hath ears to hear, let him hear.”
:

perhaps more so than with
:
ance or we die.”
beaven.
Then the discovery
There they wait, that little group. The fidence had been betrayed,
pioneer missionaries, who, for twenty long knew what: we supposed had
years, have borne the heat of thg sultry only tothis one, must bring
clime, still untiringly laboring for the peo- verse will follow, and a fall
ple of their love, though silvery locks adorn

is like a cathedral tower, which begins on
the earth, and, at first, is surrounded by
the other parts of the structure. Bat, at

length, rising above buttressed wall, and

arch, and parapet, and pinnacle, it shoots

their confident, neglected God in part, if spire-like many a foot right into the air, so
not wholly, and, instead of giving him the high that the huge cross on its summit
first of our confidence, given him: the sec: glows like a spark in the morning light,

ond,—a poor. quality and little at that. ' We

and shines like a star in the evening sky,

have no right to abide our trust in the high- ‘when the rest of the pile is enveloped in
est earthly ruler or the nearest friend first. darkness.
So Love, here, is surrounded
The kingdom of God comes first.

‘‘Abidein me.” We passed through the
struggle of the ' rebellion, people placed

by the other graces, and divides the honors
with them ; but they will have felt the wrap

of night and of darknéss when it will shine,
disciples fall asleep. The watching that strengthened him. . Luke 22: 43. Just in
what part of the prayer:he came we are a Thé preliminary committee, 4vhich met, a His earnest, burning words seem even now their trust in one after another, at’ the head Juminous, ‘against the sky of eternity.—
rist sought
was that of sentinels.
nd he went a little farther”
— ‘about not told, for Luke regards this supplication week before the Con ress, named the. Barl'| ringing in our ears. He waits! The same, of our armies, saying, “Now we "hive got Beecher.
wo
Ld

6

4

listened to hig

whose deportment is always known to have
been good, gets unconsciously our confidence without the thought of limit. And a new doctrine to most people.
Genesaret, should hush the storms of the people are apt to put their trast in the man Quakers used to hold on to a
mighty oceans, and say to their proud
first, without regarding the words, ‘‘Put till a church was formed from
waves, “Peace! be still.”
not your trust in man”— “put your trust converls, preachers being raised
Those prayers are being answered. The
same time. The spirit then used
in the Lord.”
little group who, from the vessel's deck,
Some only call upon the Lord when ca- with mighty power. There were
watched with tearful eyes the shores of their
right members in the way; all
view, lamity befalls them. ‘‘Put your trust in

of the Congress to about four hundred} loved native Jand receding from their
And the most of the persons were men and ave trod the’ soil of the mother country,
women who had thoroughly, studied the have resteda brief while amid the hills and

subjects they had met to discuss, and many

out

They

ises, but heeded them

the fact that God

Yet, as to their character

was their sin,

warnings, his threatening

moves in the affairs of men, and permits or
allows the occurrence of events, it is also
a question if God causes certain transactions.

pro-

Open crimes kill their thousands,

Heaven, shalt be brought down to hell.”

Trusting God First.

While we may admit

well

place.

The Saviour was not persecuted there.
We do not read of his fleeing thence or
being driven away by violence. No, neg-

coil

of

; Mr. Pols,
Mr. Stevens,of Belgium

missiopary

bless her.

as

sacred

but neglect of Christ kills its ten thousand.
No question is more solemn than, ‘How
shall we escape it we neglect so great a
salvation ? Heb. 2: §
But when is salvation neglected ? This
precious boon ig neglected when it is not
earnestly
and |, perseveringly
sought.
“Strive” said the Lord,” to enter in at the
straight gate; for many, I say unto you,
will seek to enter in and shall not be able”:
It is neglected when it is not the subject
of our chief concern.
*‘Seek first the kingdom of God.”
Salvation is neglected when worldly concerns form an excuse for trifling with the
interests of your soul. Thus the Saviour
represented neglecters as acting, “They
went their way, one to his farm, and
another to bis merchandise.”
The Lord
Jesus is neglected when he is not loved
more than any friend, and valued more
than everything of an earthly nature, and
when, as tar as the heart is concerned, all
is not sacrificed for him. “Whosoever he be
tof you that forsaketh not all that he hath,
he can not be my disciple.” Negleet was
the guilt of Capernaum, which exposed
her to denunciations of awful woe, ‘And
thou Capernaum, which art exalted unto

ing seal of Immortality.

Mr. Hastings, of England; Dr. Frey, of
and inter-

know

hers

binds heart to heart, the smiter has severed.

of Russia;

Sollohub,

with

Sad, weary, gne, remember the loved oung’s
parting “has, — “But & Tittle while.”
Tread but a little while longer this thorny
path: a few more lonely days abd nights,
and together in a peaceful home the love
of earth shall receive the seal, the erown-

a permanent

is composed

is

it

cup

of the

The strong, ‘mystérions

drink.

commission was

But this article has to do with the Inter- | thé treatment of prisoners
national Congress itself.
Many thought | and important, and needs

asked the disciples to with the same request, praying that ‘4 this

however, has no such meaning, and the
«©p}

them

fanity.

Providence, still, bearing in mind that God
with an account of the peTsonal investiga- |.and we believe it has prepared the way for does not look upon sin with the least detions of Dr. Wines in many of them.
|
others. The whole question of crime and gree of allowance, whatever good comes
difficult

Some’ writers use the before, and returned to his disciples to find

~ term
to denote u sympathetic companion-

Before the Congress closed,

varius | form.

and

3,

Congress,

of the

valuable

tions of Europe

They

prayed,

aborious

God,

This is the sin of multitudes that shun

patience and for

ghe thousand

bitterness

the

ence to the prisons and reformatory institu- | forts,”

flesh.

went and

meetings

ismuch

were ready, in spifit, for the trial, but. the
flesh proved weak,
They needed more

42—44. Again he

hold-|

questions presented, and an analysis of the
discussions therein; and in addition, there |

Barnes

overcome

over-

obstacles,

None but those who have felt it, can

Italy, Secretary; M.
the Congress | z Beltrani-Scalia,
; Baron von Holtzendort,
continued ten | joeson, of France

In this report we have a record

their circumstances, —illus-

help

way,

of

this

you beside the still waters and amid the
green pastures of the Paradise of God.
There is still another waiting one; but
tears will mingle with her smiles of greeting, for her thoughts are with him who
sees the answer of his prayers in another
clime.. She waits
alone! Brave, sadhearted mourner! God pity her! The light
of her “household has gone out forever.

which he pre- | Dr, Wines of the United States, President;

to

ed States Commissioner

trated in its higher import by him, in its
lower by them. In him the spirit trinmphs

to

her

who frequent the house

as millions that neglect

contains the report made to the Président | 1and.
.
of the United States by Dr. Wines, as Unit- | At the Jast meeting of the Congress,

is a genergl reflection, evoked by his own

prayer, therefore,

sins are confined to profligates, but not
this. Of this the moral, who are unrecon-

have taught the way of life, will walk

esting volume, published this year, which | oi Netherlands ; Dr. Guillaume, of Switzer-

the seat of the affections and passions jn over the flesh, in them the flesh over the
“Unto death” not that his soult spirit, As applied to them it may refer to
mau.
was near to death, but that he was expe- their sleeping, or to their coming (emptariencing

the

We have before us a valuable

prayer

to the latter.

the

July 13.

Mark reads, ** The spirit
flesh is weak.”
truly is ready, but the flesh is weak,”
This

tion
; more probably

interesting

days, conmrmencing on July

Hence, Jesus said to.them, ‘‘Pray

as, well as’by

in

sented to them, and in 1872,
assembled in London, and

* The spirit, indeed, is willing, but the

led he was.

to use means for

governments in the scheme,

hé knew that he was soon to appear before that ye enter not into temptation ;” that is,
angels and men as the representative of that ye enter not unprepared into temptasinners, of a lost race, and of a condemned tion, or that ye be not overcome by it.
world.

excuse,” Math. 22: 5; Luke 14: 18.
This sinful neglect is found among all
classes and all characters but one, the class
composed of his true disciples,
Some

worn, more weary she looks than when,
years since, in her brief respite from toil,

charged with the work of bringing it about. | appointed, instructed to watch over the
He visited Europe in 1871, for this purpose, | general interests of international prison re-

he was to be subjected,
and his heart, in try them, and their brave-words be put to
view of it, was filled with gloom.

pursues

ances of

by Dr.

Howard,

ing of such a Congress, and Dr. Wines was | international penitentiary

sorrow,
They proved to be but human considerable time was consumed by it.
41. “ Watch and pray, that ye enter not
comforters. ‘‘ And began to be sorrowful
into
temptation.” He teaches that it is no
and very heavy,”—began as never before
Wo be sorrowful ; that is, to feel anguish of time for sleep. Events are at hand, danspirit. ** Very heavy” means dejected, and gers hover over them in that midnight
oppressed with a sense of eoming evil. hour that should keep them awake, VigiMayk says, ‘‘ He began to be sore amazed lance alone was now befitting, and sleep
and very heavy.” He was overwhelmed the deepest reproach. They ought not only
with sorrow, and cast into deepest trouble. to be wakeful and watchful, but to give
* The cause of this intense anguish was the themselves to prayer. They should indeed
approach of his death on the cross. He in a few hours taste, though not drink, of
foresaw all the terrible experiences to which the cup of Jesus. ¥ Temptations were to
»

assiduously

bearance amid

securing

only as appointed to witness his conflicts, hour” does not denote the exact time of his
but more especially as his comforters in absenge in prayer, bat does denote that a

the test.

zenanas,strivthe becléuded
sisters. Ah!
leaving

who, year after year modest-

learning new lessons, of

cided

thinks their sympathy with the suffering
emphasis is to be placed on the word * sit.”
Saviour, induced, by a natural law, this
He meant remain. Tlie reason for leaving
profound slumber.
Intense grief disposes
the most of the diséiples where they could
to
sleep,
but
certainly
Jesus would not
not see his conflict must be that he desired
In the
a stricter privacy than could be had with then have rebuked them for it.
mount of transfiguration these same disthem all near him. Then, too, he wished
ciples were also overcome with sieep. No
to surround his person with a double guard
reason for believing that supernatural inagainst the interruption of the police.
fluences
cast them into drowsiness ap37. He took with him the same three
who had witnessed his transfiguration.
It pears. 1t wus probably due to their weariwas probably at this period that he said to ness, which overpowered them, making at
his disciples- what Luke. records, ‘* Pray first good resistance to it. Jesus addressthat ye enter not into temptation.” Luke: ed Peter to put in sharp contrast his words
22: 40. Into the more secret recesses of with his conduct. Verse 33. The Lord felt
the garden he, with Peter, James and John, their faithlessness in so critical a period.
withdrew.
These three were honored, not His words to them are pathetic. ‘* One

+

ly,

Association, which | Bellows, and Historical Sketch of the prison
in 1870, it was de- | of Ghent by M. Vischers, of Belgium.

of Jesus was longer than would be indicated by the epitome of it here given.
They

sents the sin of neglecting himself and his
salvation as the most common of sins.

’

coming difficulties, surmounting

of the National Prison
was held at Cincinnati

and succeeded

————

The Lord Jesus in two parables repre-

pennies

4

noble teacher,

fessors Fornitsky and Wladrinoff,of Russia ;
Dr. Frey, of Austria; Dr. Marguardsen, of
Bavaria ; Baron Von Hol({zeudott, of Prussin; Count de Foresta, and M. BeltramScalia, of Italy; and Dr. Morrat, of Ben-

>

and at the first meeting | Life and Services of John

national Congress;

i
3

Go on in your noble work. Each day,
eiled, are as guilty as the profligate.
each hour you are polishing the rough
Some sins are those of youth; others ‘of
stones which ‘shall eventually sparkle in
age. Some sins are-the sins of the opemly
your crowns of rejoicing.
wicked, but this sin is the sin of millions
Aoi waits the coming party.
The

of Holland ; M. Petersen, of Norway ; Pro-

Congress.

———r——

—

Salvation Neglected.

“Footprints on the sands of Time.”

Considerable attention _has been given
for a few years past, to the condition of
prisons and the management of prisoners.
One of the leading spirits in this matter is gal.
In addition to the discussion of these genRev. Dr. Wines, of New York, who was
Secretary of the ‘Prison Association of eral questions, a number of papers were
Among these we
New York,” for more than eight years,and read to the Congress.
for the lastthree years has been Secretary note, Prisoners and their Reformation, by
of the “National Prison Association” of the | Mr. Z. R. Brockway, Superintendent of the
United States. Dr. W. has, for several | Detroit House of Correction; Treatment of
years, thought it desirable to hold an Inter} Prisoners, by Sir Walter Crofton,of Ireland ;

calmed, the

remained to be drank. John 18: 11.
The sufferings and death before him were
‘“ the cup” he would have pass from him.
His whole being was to participate in that
dread trial. His personality was one, but
one in which divinity and humanity were

ters in the New Testament, after the thirty-

Prison

3

cu

chap-

precious

coarse, cruel

few

etrated into the dark, gloomy
ing to pour a ray of light into
minds of their wretched
young sisters, you are indeed

Rhode Island ; and Murs. Julia Ward Howe,
of Mass.
Then we have Rev. M. Robin, of
France; Dr. Guillaume
and M. Vaucher
Cremieux, of Switzerland; Baron Mackay,

cup” was not that of present anguish, as
Lange teaches, for after he was helped of

:
NOTES AND HINTS.
36. * Then cometh Jesus with them unto
a place called Gethsemane.” He came from
“¢ the Jarge upper room” where he had just
observed the passover, having all his disciples, except Judas, with him. Verse 30.
John adds four of the most

the

‘the horror

the

b

we sat by her side, and listened as to a
thrilling romance to many aif incident of
her missionary life®
:
Patient toiler! many, ‘ah many will be
Gen. Pillsbury, Dr. Bitlinger and Mr.
the bright spiritsto welcome. you to the
Chander, of Pennsylvania; Mrs, Chase, of
home of the blest; many to whom you

of God in him.”

How was he ¢ straightened” until it should be accomplished.
Yet
now he shrinks and prays for release from
the cross.
His heavenly nature recoiled

How did he knowthat

he mean?

What hour did

He had foreseen his death

was at stake.
on the cross.

why

Portland, Me.

we do give seem often to be so grudgingly

for life are expedient,

world, in which his mission was to end Woman's work in prisons, Preventive and
with his death. By *¢ the hands of sinners” Reformatory work.
Among the noted persons who spoke on
he means the power of sinners, or the pow-,
er of t se wicked men who sought to slay these and other questions presented, we
him. «“ Behold, he that betrayéth me is at see, belonging to England, the names of
4. What did Jesus bid them do? What need It was not possible.
The
Lamb.
of
God
hand.” While Jesus was speaking, he saw Sir John Bowring, Col. Colville, governor
of special exertion for themselves existed? Were
must be offered a sacrifice for sin. - It must Judas and the officers searching for him. of Coldbath Fields Prison, London ; ‘Mayor
they true to Christ a few moments later? What
did Jesus then say? The meaning of these words
needs be that Jesus, the Holy One of God,
Jesus called the attention of his disciples Du Cane, Sir Walter Crofton, whose name
;
as applied to them?
give
hig
life
**
a
ransom
for
many.”
Luke
Christ
that
Show
do?
then
he
did
What
42.
to the perfidy ol Judas. It was that which is intimately connected” with the Prison
Why did he pray the same
was now tempted.
says
that,
in
making
this
prayer,
Jesus
System of Ireland ; Sir T. Fowell Buxton,
grieved him in Ins arrest.
How much was he benefited by
prayer.twice?
this prayer? Luke 22:43. What was before him “ sweat as it were great drops of blood,
Thus ends the first seene of that divine grandson of his namesake -of anti-slavery
from which he shrank?
falling down to the ground.”
His agony
tragedy which shows to us how our Saviour fame 3 Miss Mary Carpenter, Miss Emily
43. On returning to the disciples what did he was unendurable.
What was the cause of
find? Did he reprove them the second time?
was ‘“ made sin for us, who knew. no sin, Faithful, and Lady Bowring; and from the
The success of his mission to earth that we might be made the rizhteousness United States, Dr. Wines, of New York;
44. What did he then do? Why this third it?
How much was he
prayer of the same words?
then suffering?
Luke 22: 44. How should we
feel as we read of this? Why did not Jesus refuse to drink this cup? John 12: 27, 28.
45. On coming to his Uiscibies what did he say?

President

Describing the conduct - of mankind in
reference to the message of heavenly,
By his side stand two whose footsteps mercyjhe says, “They made ‘light‘of jt.”
Best mode of aiding discharged prisoners,
Best means of securing the rehabilitation of we have often followed as they have pen- “Theyjall with one consent began
to make

then adds, *“ Rise, let us be going.” Some
suppose the sentence “sleep on now” should
| be rendered as a question: ** Do ye’ sleep
on now 7" Others say the language is; ironIn the revisél
translation, by the
ieal.
Baptist Union, the passage is thus given:
“ Do ye sleep the remaining time, and take.
| your rest?” “ The hour is at hand,” that

How much
What
duty give
| reads, ¢ If thou be willing, remove this
Against what were they | cup from me.” The thought is the same in
wt
©
| each, the: words different. The meaning
What does Luke

to the‘ three disciples?

Whether sentences

on now and take your

ingredient
Re to the cup of sorrow now
rs
“If it be possible, let
his lips.
| this cup pass from me.” ln Mark this pas-

Who were

37. Whom did he take w ya

‘beloved

hel

can hardly undersand why we, amid our
goodly heritage, should be so lukewarm in

con-

| pressed to

wh

we note, The proper maximum of prisoners for any single prison, The classification of prisoners, Whether whipping should
be used as ‘a disciplinary punishment,

sonof prayer Jesus perceived that Judas
was near. He awoke his disciples. *‘Slecp

bitter

was the
at-did|

Standing

gained the control over nature that secured
his resignation and peace.

45, 46. On returning after his third sea-

of his heavenly origin adds one

sciousness

From what

Immanuel.

but here he

posure on ,the cross, we know,

Jesus per-

The vivid

God.

| sistentiy addresses

QUESTIONS.

96. To what place did Jesus come?

which

of punishment, and | of Price

his treatment after his discharge from eas- | stands, amid such dense moral degradation,’
tody.
Among the questions brought for- i eeling as none save an eye-witness can
ward under one or other of these divisions, “feel, the needs of those poor idolaters, he

Jesus is
Father
is the Son of God.

with

presence,

not by the removal of the cup, but by for- | ment during the time

poignant,

most

{ aware that” he
| is the appellation

one.”
be done.

Jesus say

of distress

His

conjecture.

the sucgeeding days, the several vice presi- sfastic still, life's, stern discipline, it sorin turn, The questions rows and disappointments, have
ught before the Congress were arranged somewhat, his youtlifal hopes, but left
the joy after the sorrow may have strength- |
munity or an individual, should our first
ened and helped our Lofd to overcome
the funder three divisions, viz., the treatment abated that zeal and energy so neces
and unshaken confidence be in our, Heayflesh. The prayer of Jesus was answered | of the prisoner before conyiction, his treat- | one fighting under the-blood-stainedb#nner | enly Father,
- 'W., G. Ha

| ground. In times of earnest supplication
MATTHEW 26: 36-46.
| this posture was frequently assumed. Num.
16: 22; Neh, 8: 6,
GorpEx Text: —¢ He went ‘away again | * 0 my Fat#er.” Jesus recognizes his
|
,
saying
“the second time, and prayed,
0 my Father, if this cup may not pass relationship to God in these words. In the\
me except

only

ver after were trem-

sympathy, his. declaration of heaven's inter-

mdi.

away from

of Carnarvon as the President of he Cou - | yetunot
the same.
Those eight years have |
gress; and he presided at thefiyit
meeting | changed the boyish, impulsive youth into
and delivered an opening address, and 0) the thoughtful: man. Ardent still, enthu-

_est and confidence, his setting before Jesus | ¢ ents ‘presided

pealed to his Father and besought deliverance, he feil over arid bowed his face to the

GETHSEMANE,

IN

we can

Fu
La

rather as*'one protracted, than as three petitions. How the angel strenghténed Jesus

it reads,
Kneeling

Luke

“land foyoht again with'Satan, as he wrest”
led with his natural desires and strove to
bear up tinder his great mission, as he ap-

*

AND NOTES BY PROF. Jo A HOWE;
Xs

JESUS

prayed.” Tu

and

faee

| «« kneeled down and prayed.”
| at fst, as he struggled with his feelings
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stone's cast” says Luke,—* ard fell on

a
his
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a

he
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who has ever seen, truly

whole spirit, soul, and “body be preserved
blameless until the coming
of our Lord
Jesus Christ.” Body, soul and spirit—of

two of these, science has instituted herself
the protector.
She recognizes In the senses

E. A.M,

the essential means of observation ; she prepares for them instruments of precision, so
that the distance,almost infinite,is abridged,
and the little, almost as infinite, dilates it-

Was Converted.

No matter who. A éinner.

It is

self to our

survey;

and the soul or

mind,

How, net Who. But if it would add an interest to have some idea of the person referred to, know that it; was a young man
who afterwards became, a minister of the

grouping the observations of the’ senses,
ascertains and expounds the more general
facts called laws, and binds them together.
Thus come out the separate sciences. With
the geologist, we assist at the building of

ably recognize, if I should give it, as that
of a writer of some note and influence.

a world; with the astronomer, the obedient troops of stars go through their mag-

gospel, and whose name

you would

prob-

nificent evolutions beforé us. We sever a
portion of the subtle lightning, so awful
conversion, that it seems worth while to when uncontrolled, and as it thrills along
me to write this article. I believe that the the slender wire, an ocean rolling above it,
story of his conversion is the story of the it earries our minds with it to, the under
conversion of many another sinner. He world, and brings an answer back again.
was saved by the faithfulness of a few hum- Why should we wonder that the greater
ble Christians. And this is the way:
: minds find in such engrossing studies a
First—this young man went away from satisfaction] seemingly complete, and that
home “a non-professor of religion.
He weaker minds look up admiringly to them
found himself at length a eandidate for and vaguely expect,they know not how,some
teacher in a rural school district in a distant kind of salvation to mankind from smatterof science ? Science, in the long run,
state, The engagenient was made, The ings
youthful teacher talked beforehand with the will not satisfy mankind, for the same reaschool-committee about his method of con- son that meat will not satisfy without drink,
ducting the school. The committee was a or food without sleep—because they are
plain, uneducated farmer, but as the sequel not complete, and meet only some wants,
he

was

a living

Christian,

ed

The

hearts. But
or catechisms
have awakenfor any
one

seen

this

Christ,

with

and

who

notaall

the wants of man.

all miracles,

but

completely

It is here

to

society, much less the demand of the word
of God, require of well bred people.
| 5. It is disrespectful] to the pastor. The
choir, usually sit.in full view of the pulpit:
The preacher must, necessarily, see the ill
behavior of the choir. He suspecis that
they are amusing themselves at his ex-

are

But this he did not say; he only thought
it. The zealous young convert kept taking
all for granted, and pushed the law student
day after day with his crude arguments and

persuasions. . Not one of them produced
effect..

The law-student was

es toe-self-conceited to ba convinced by

the talk of one whom he regarded as so far
inferior in ‘miud and culture to himself.
Still, day after day the young convert persevered—until at length his very perseverance became an argument. What he said
"was not eloquent, but his saying-it at all
was eloquence itself. The weak
things of
were stronger than the mighty.
. the wo.
The simple, zealous fidelity of this immature young convert whose reasonings
were
nothing, overcame the self-conceited obstinacy of the law student. He was converted, and he gave himself to Christ not
only as a disciple, but also as a minister.
What things were
gain to him, those he
counted loss for Christ thenceforth,

Now, so far as human

cerned

in

this

agency

young

man’s

«8.

want

It shows

would seein that
sensible

reflectioy

of

good

If we by our preaching do not wake you,
we rock your cradles, and make you more
insensible every time we warn you. The
most startling preaching in a certain time
ceases to arouse the hearers. You know
the great boiler factories oyer here in Southwark. I am told that when a man goes in-

the smallest
would

be

It

amount

of

sufficient

to

convince any posses possessed of common
sense that such giddy behavior on the ‘ part
That
of members of the choir is wrong.

persons will, notwithstahding, be guilty of
such unbecoming

conduct,

leaves no

uent rebuke,

need

and

other

fre-

conclusion

was con- than that they are destitu‘e of good

sense.

— Lutheran.

conversion,

there was no apparent fitting of means to
the end. It certainly
was not by might
nor power. And I have told the story to
illustrate what I believe to be the truth in
ity of accomplishment—these are the
gifts
of but few—but moral earnestness, childlike faith, simple, unquestioning obedience,
these have the promise—to these belon
the keys of the kingdom of heaven. And,
Christians, young and old, and especially
you, teachers in Sunday schools, this les-

1

when

for some time in the rapids before they

Scientific ‘and Spiritual Truth,

chureh member who has tarnished his goodhe

name for integrity, saw the time when
d his first
There are three great steps or Sovements twisted his first lie, or pockete
quieted his
he
s
Perhap
dime.
0
*y | dishonest
in the development of life upon this
shat
opt Siry that
| wretche
with ith the
0C
ence
am- consci
¢
A, d sophistry
Ta the first two of these, science do
or WO
ple justice; of the third she is disposed to | he ““néeded the money,”
use of it.” Anyhow he never intended
It will be my contention
take less aceount.
He would just pull
wrong bul —
po
to-day that the true science of this world
enough to catch
far
rapids
the
into
out
muet take un account of all three, and
past, but pever
g
floatin
was
that
ing
must admit each into its place. When the someth
ofrt

Pe

earth wa# without form and void, and all dreamed of going over the falls.

Men

our premiums we have

worth

from.

a certain number
loyment,

of

months

\he hardly

notices

in

that

as much

been

em:

the hammer-

ing; he do¥s
not care ahout it. It is just
so under the) Word. People go to sleep
under tRat-yghich was once like a thunderbolt to them.
\ It would need an earthquake
and a hurricane to move some of you solid

whom the

ground,

and

the

and

alone have made such

possible.

the

waves

acts

seasons,

obey,

and

And any one of them would

The

as we charge for them.

first

Piece,

stores, sevéral

of these

Chromos

entitled, *“ A

It is a large, rich

Boquet

and

is

of

varied

times

Buying

a’ Floral

Flowers.”

collection

of

the finest products of the parterre, with the
form and coloring perfect, and the appearance all that could be desired. A fine vase
holds the flowers, which wear all the fresh-

ness and glory of life.

The picture is just

completed, is large, and shows the fruits of

skill and

care.

It measures

15 1-2 by 21

inches.—Next, we have three, Chromos representing Autumn in New England. The
first is *¢ Harvest on the Banks of the Saco ;”

the second is ** A View on the Kennebec ;”
the third is ‘ Chocorua Lake and Mountain.”
In these the water and the land are

shown in their real relations to each other;
the cultivated fields, golden-hued with grain

which the harvesters are gathering, suggest the richness of the intervale; the pur-:
pled hills rise in the distance to meet the
fleecy clouds and the blue sky, and the peculiarly rich tints of the autumn foliage
are brought out with admirable effect and
reflected in the water. Each of these pictures

measures

8

1-2

by

13

and enterprises
calm and

most part strangers.
Here, I believe, we
shall find abundant matter for confession,

if we look faithfully -into our lives. —Maurice.

« Him That Cometh to Me.”
Cometh.
must come.

even thoughtful and. apprehensive,
perish

you

must.

If

no hope,

If
is

;

Is it enoygh to know that you may come?
—to wish to come ?—to resolve to come at

gome future time ? No, no. To see the'glass

of sparkling water will not allay the thirst
of the man ready to die, He must press
the goblet to his lips. To know that there
is a remedy. With your soul call upon the
Lord. Come, yes, come to Jesus. Come

stand out in fine contrast with the wild and
magnificent mountains rising majestic and
snow-crowned in the rear. Each of these
pictures has features and merits peculiar to
itself.

‘They

are

alike in the artist's inten-

tion, which makes them all represent the
Swiss Summer; but are wholly different
from each other in specific design and details, and in the objects represented. They

reader.”

Each is complete in itself, though any
or

three, or the

four

’
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on receipt of the price.
Parties designingto
braries, or to

get

replenish old

new

Sabbath

ones, can

School!

send

us

Litheir

orders which will be immediately filled with our own
publications,or will be filled with the books of other

SWAMSCOT

publisiers, and will be furnished to Sabbath

in Libraries,at wholesale prices.

schools

~~

I. D. STEWART, Dover, N. H.

SOMETHING NEW!
THE

MACHINE "COMPANY.
AMOS PAUL, AGENT;

WORE

the

whole

MANUFACTURERS

Plain and Galvanized

OF

Wrought Iren Pipe;

team and Gas Fittings of all kinds;

Brass

and

Iron

Valves ; Steam Whistles : Locomotive, Marine, Tubu
lar,

Flue

and

Cylinder

Boilers;

Barlow’s

Tubes;

Quinn’s

Patent

have

has been revised and much improved, printed ow
stereotype plates, made from new type throughou
as well as many of our best Hymus. It is compacin form, can be easily carried in the pocket, and
is well adapted to use in social meetings. ‘Price
per single. book, when beund in cloth, 40-cents; per
doz., $3.84, Price per single book, whea bound in
thick

pasteboard

Postage

covers, 30

(extra) on

48 cts.

Address,

cents;

Expansion

I. D. STEWART,
DOVER.

OUR

In answer to many calls, and

cently. published
brief way,

come

from:

the press. Should subscribers wish them
mounted and varnished, ready for framing,
theyowill need to send 15 cts. for each of
the seven smaller pictures, in addition to

STATIONARY
;

Tl

I

wa

iy

Portable Steam Engines,

N. H.
to meet’

what we think a real want, we have re--

“a four-page tract, NEW

reference

per doz., $2.88,

a single copy,
4 cts.; on a dez,

Patent

Bleaching Kiers ; Steam Boxes for Print Works ; Lap
Boiler

The Sacred Melodies
It has a large number of selected and choice Tunes

SOUTH NEWMARKET, N.H.,

in very
ting

neat

style, set-

forth, inn plain,

an outline of our his.

tory as a denomination, its doc- TRACT
trinal basis, its church polity, and some of ita chief
benevolent institutions. They arc fitting things to+
put into the hands of those who would learn, by
means of a few words, what are the peouliarities of
the F'. Baptists. They will be sold at cost to those
who order them for this purpose.: Price--$1 per 1000;
50 ots. per 100; 7 ots. per dozen, Send orders to —-

Set
Reflect on what you see and hdgr.
our mind at work ; reason with cander;
do
ER, N.
The SHAFTING
YE well and consider for yourself, de- hie subscription price of the Star,
TURNING LATHES
MACHINISTS’ TOOLS
cide and act.
u Boquet of Flowers” is too large to be | ;
of every description,
Remember that each day you are casting sent safely by mail when mounted. We
a healing or a hurtful shadow.
will furnish that at this office, or send it by Mill Work, all kinds of Saw Mill[3 Machinery, (both
express at the expense of the subscriber, Circtilar and U jit) Iron and Brass Castings,Gas
ometereand Gas
Works.
Guilt, though it may attain temporal
.
°| done in. the best manner, at this Offiee.
happiness
mounted on a stretcher, for 25 cts. extra.
real
confer
never
splendor, can

H.

JobBUSINESS
WorkCARDS,
siikesds
&c,

W

-

. 2

\
-

in

MOUNTED.
they

by

the

Editor

28
Jo
28

“The Myrtle.”

ability and experience, it has been successfully conducted by
him for thirty-two years past and
has
had hosts of ‘imitators, but no rival. A young man

Welded

plain, as

Time

ui

These semi- monthlies are published

EMPLOYMENT.

most of whom have had friends atNew Englai
tending the {nstitution: To those desiring pracal business
preparation
we
can
commend
OMER’S COMMERCIAL COLLEGE as the best institution of the kind in the country.
Founded b

1, 1874, pay

for $1.80, any six ; for $2.-

above

is the

“The

and fill orders for Anderican and Foreign
books promptly at the lowest prices. 29tf

AND

20

2.00

single,
dozen,
single,
dozen,

FOR

School, for Presentation Schoo! Prizes, &ec.,

the Star,

$1.50, any five;

stated

dozen,

¥

rH:

vie

"ENTITLED

90 cts., any three; for $1.20, any four;

The terms

do

"38
548
29

4

1.00

y

oy

Bibles, American and imported, to be found
in the country; also of c¢hoice Books for
Public and Private Libraries, for the Sunday

They are

subscriber to

CHROMOS

do

Communionist,
do
Choralist,
do

Bible Warehouse and Bookstore,38 and 40
Cornhill, Boston, the largest assortment of

two,

all arrearages and remit a year's subscription in advance,—with the 10 cts. for wrapping and postage,—we will send any one
of these Chromos that may be selected.
For 50.cts. in addition to the subscription,
we will send any two of the Chromos ; for

THE

doe? oo

single;

12,00

03
50
04

is
do
py
1.44
WonderfulWorks
of Jesus,single,
.15
« do
do
dozen, 1.44
Butler’s Commentary,
doVel. 1 TheGospels,
single, 2.00
Vol. 2 Tre Acts, Romans,
:
thians
do
do
Lessons for every Sunday in
the Year,
( Ques. Book) single,
a8

lish Books of Travel and Adventure, Popular Science, Practical and Instructive Stories

EDUCATION

1.40

13.92
29
2.88
a7
1.72
1.20

2.40

oryofJesus, Ques.B.Book)s
StoryofJesus,(
RyaSie, ys 15

Messrs, D. LotEROP & Co., Boston, pub-

ping, postage, &c., and to any old subscrib-

seven;

aT

TheBook of Worship,

Our

$275 cash.

9.60

ey
single, BA
il

Fought,
Fhon

upon

a

Co., Boston,
have given universal satisfaction as furnishing an elevated literature
for the Family and Sunday School.
29tf

first class

dozen,

1.88
18.62

20

Thought
oughts

13 vols. $16.75), publisied by D. LoTHROP

A

1.20

03

9.14

28.
3.26

single,
dozen, 2.88
single, - 25

Now

WE OFFER,

er who shall, before January

do

The New" $500.00 Prize Series

$12.00), and

distinguished from each other as No. 1, No.
2, No. 8, No. 4. They -accurately and admirably represent the famous se§nery that
renders the Alps so impressive.
WHAT

en,

single,

1.2

-

1.60
15.36

y

may well enoughbe

regarded as companion pieces.

o

The original $500.00 Prize Stories (8 vols.

are of uniform’size, being 8 by 12 inches.

to the Chromos

(rreat powers and natural gifts do not
bring privileges to their possessors so much
as they impose duties.

Rev. Dr. Lincoln writes: ‘They meet
the want of the day for books which instruct and improve_while they fascinate the

embrace,

$2.50,—with 10 cts. additional for wrap-

you re-

Volumes.

1-2 inches.—

sending a year's subscription in -advance,—

If you would be blessed, you
If, careless and indifferent, or

$1.50

> 8.18

Church Member’s Book,
do
do
do ~
Treatise,

do

Sixteen Elegant

0.

iS

16

0
dozen, 11.52
2.40
Christian Baptism, Bound, single,
25 ' .04
do
do
“do
dozen, 240
A8
do
do PaperCov.single,
.15'
03
do
do
do « dozen, 1.44
23
Life of Marks,
single,1.00
20.

will send
own,—and
would be
The Chro-

Last of all,but by no means least attractive,

the streams and lakes which they

could

Clearness of visions providence,

discovery, are the rewards of the

out. If each of our subscribers
on buta single name with his
that is a small thing, —the result
very large and equally grateful.

do

History,

which

in the most attractive literary and artistic
guises, Standard and Religious Works by
the yas authors, and send” their illdstrated
catalogues free on application.
to 20tf
r
it
Messrs. D. LorHROP & Co. keep at their

are four Chromos representing ¢ Summer
Among the Alps.” They give us four different and exquisite views of the’ famous
‘scenery of Switzerland, in which the warm
most opposite habit of mind to this, a
simple and hearty reliance upon a power and picturesque beauty of the valleys, and

the winds,

It is a rare opportunity

do

Butler’s Theology,
‘wo
“do

the offer of this fine lot of premiums holds

five to ten dollars apiece,

them in large quantities, and advertising
themas we do by our standing offer, we
are able to obtain them so as to make the
generous terms with our subscribers indicated below.
DESCRIPTION.

has

reach the cataract. No man can possibly
fall while he is planted on the Everlasting as the blind beggar, as the leper came, a
Rock, and is keeping fast hold of the hand and you shall rejoice as he rejdiced. Only
of God. It is when they dre decoyed off boome. No tongue can tell what Jesus will
the Rock, and over on he: thins slippery ioe when do for you.

son is for you, Do not fear to approach
the highest, the wisest, the most cultivated
among the unconverted whom you know.
There is a wisdom in obedience which of “expediency,” or self-indulgence, or sly
your adversaries can neither gainsay nor
oy that they begin to slide. Te
Bi
resist, —S. S. Times.
| first sinful step does the business. Ev
church member who is now a _pitiable ioebriate, once sipped his first glass. Every

in

it, it is so horrible ; but after

effort; offer no prayer, perish you must.
you cast no look on Jesus, for you there

small begifinings—in apparently slight departures from the stra ight line of right.
Niagara by one deat few men go down
liberate plunge. They have commonly been

and

cost, if bought at the

he

their work.

The $1000 Prize Series.

they are fixing the rivets, the sound of the
copper deafens him so that he can not. bear

main where you are,

neral as to the law of spiritual influence.
Every case of open declension into sin
ot intellectual superiority, nor superior-| that we haye ever studied, bad its origin in

for,

may be hung.

your heart moves not, if you put forth fo

Taking Heed.

all out subscribers, new

study, and will adorn any wall on which

that

sense.

bought

nor that no such offer as ours was ever
made before or ever can be again. We
simply say that every one of these pictures
is very excellent in design, is really well
executed, will not only bear but repay

Oe.

patient spirit. The cases are rare indeed
where they have been given to any other.
wan said or done in the pulpit. He is Out of that care for the morrow which our
often so much pained at their conduct as -Lord denounces, spring the fever of specuscarcely to be able to get through with his lation, the shastening to be rich, endless
scheming; continual reaction of: fantastic
sermon.
6. It is mortifying to their leader. 1 hope, and deep depression in individuals,
in
have known very good men who had charge of mad prosperity and intense suffering
day’s
of a choir throw up their position in disgust nations. If we had prayed for this
becaase of the light and trifling behavior of bread, and left the next to itself, if we. had
its members. They were so much mortified not huddled our days together, not allotas Yo be ashamed of them, and they would ting to each its appointed task, but deferring that to the future, and drawing upon
no longer occupy a position among them.
7. Tt is a bad example to others. When the future for its own '{roubles, which
other young people in the church notice the must be ‘met when they come whether
giddy confluct of the choir, they think they we have anticipated them or not, we
may take the same liberty. Ill behavior in should have found a simplicity and honesty
persons may often be in our lives, a capacity for work, an enchurch by young
joyment in it, to which we are now for the
traced to the example of the choir.
nse, and are laughing at something

you undertake to instruct me !”

the. smallest

what the rules of good

and do not know

the

sermon.
His manner meant absent-mindadness rather than attention. But the ardent young man that spoke to him took all
for gran
and plied him hard with reli
ious exhortations. The law student Nate.
ed with a kind of disdain. He thought
within himself, ‘* How little you know me !
How little you know yourself! Your zeal
is more than your wisdom.
Ihave thought
of these things more than you, and even

are

are the best things in the market, thal they

:

made ase of his opportunities. Said the that science fails.— Archbishop of York..
ones.
IfT must be lost, let it be as a Zulu
teacher :
Kaffir,
or
as a red Indian, who hus never
‘“Iam not a professor of religion. But
listened to the truth; but it is dreadful to
Giddy Choirs.
1 should like to read the Bible in the school.
go down: to the pit. with this as an aggraDo you think-it would he proper for me to
your duty, but you
A few Sundays ago I exchanged pulpits vation: ‘ You knew
do so ?"
did it not; you Sr the warning, but
Perhaps the young man expected the sug- with a brother pastor, and I was pained to you
not receive it; the medicine was
gestion would gratify the deacon. He lit- notice when the choir sat down, after puttowould
your lip, but you preferred to be
tle expected that the deacon’s answer would singing the first hymn, that they kept up diseased ; the bread was placed before you,
be an arrow stuck fast in his own con- for some time such a tittering and giggling and the living water, but you would not
from actors
science. Very gravely, though very kind- as we would have expec
them.
Your blood be on your heads.”
after a play. It was insufferable. I there- take
ly, the deacon replied :
Oh, may this never be said of any of us!
fore
paused
in
my
discourse
and
asked"
the
“Yes, read the Bible; but will there not
May we never sleep under the Word as do
be P
in it that will fly into your own gerious attention of all to what I was say- others,
we die in our sins. I think
ing. Iam happy to add that my rebuke that this lest
fase as you read?”
is one of the most dreadful words
= i was certainly a ery simple question. was heeded, and I noticed thereafter no in the Bible, where Christ said twice, one
ut’there was something in the serious dig- more levity in the choir. Levity in choirs time after another, ‘* If ye believe not that
nity, the moral courage, the earnest faith, is improper for the following reasons:
he, ye shall die in your sins.” And
the conscientious fidelity with which the 1. It is dishonoring God. Singing is Ithisam will
be your lot if you continue to
has
deacon asked it, that went deep into that a solemn act of divine worship.
sleep, as do many others,—Spurgeon.
young man's heart. He never got rid of commanded it. It is done in obedience to
that qhestion, But it did net make him a his command. Due seriousness becomes it.
Daily Bread.
Christian,
There were other-means- as Done in a spirit of levity, it is a dishonor
done
to
him
who
is
the-professed
object
of
humble waiting,
But the prayer for our daily bread is
Months passed, and the young man went the worship.
2. It is irreverent to the place.
The
only for this day.
Hence it is often
elsewhere to teach, Here, during the winter that followed, there was a revival of choir is in the house of God. They occupy thoughtthat the spirit of the Gospel is adprominent position. therein. The verse to foresight. How can the command,
religion.
‘But he bad, meantime, become a very
absorbed in projects of study and ambition. proprieties of the place require a due de- *“Take no thought for the morrow,” be recA giggling choir violate onciled with the kind of anticipation and
He was going to be a
t lawyer. For gree of decorum.
: this purpose he had already entered a law all the decorum which is due to the sacred preparation which seem to distinguish the
civilized man from the hunter of the
:
* office
as a student. He was full of intel- place.
lectual selfishness and pridé> He went to 3. It is inconsistent with the service per- woods ? The answer lies in our own exHave we found that anxiety
church, but be listened to preaching as one formed. The hymns and anthems sung are perience.
that listened not. His tho ights were busy utterances of confession, of prayer, of praise about possible consequences increased the
with his books and with that splendid iu- to God. No right-feeling person will ntter clearness of our judgment, made us wiser
them . without solemnity.
When
uttered and brater in meeting the present, and
ture which he was planning for himself.
While in this unconcerned and vsin-glo- with the levity of a play-actor,the members arming ourselves for the future? Is'it this
kind of temper which enables a man to
rious state of mind, he was one day accost- of the choir forget what they are there for.
4. It is wanting in respect to the con- plowh the ground, to sow the seed in the
ed by an acquaintance:
“You were unusually attentive to the gregation. The congregation is composed appointel month, to wait patiently for the
be- harvest? Is it the temper which would
preaching
to-day.
Am I not right—you of serious people. They behave with
coming propriety, and have. come to wor- have enabled any sailor, any merchant, to
ave thinking about your soul 7”
venture himself or his goods upon the
Now the simple truth was, that our am- ship God in the spirit of true devotion.
bitious young law student and school-teach- A laughing, giddy choir show ill breeding, deep? We know perfectly well that the
ér had not been unusually attentive

they

sought to meet the want. , We claim nothing for these Chromos beyond what the
truth will warrant. We d) not say they

satisfied

the’ hammer,

can furnish

called

and perfectly convinced in Christ himself.—

side the boiler to hold

the stores. where

one to eight, of such a character and on
such terms as afford us no little
‘pleasure
in announcing.
Something different from
the things heretofore offered seems to be

Christ

Christian Weekly.

Mapy persons and families wish

or:old, with any number of Chromos, from

remains, a
greater miracle than he ever
wrought; and from all arguments concerning his divine person and bis divine work,
we turn away, to rest

at

We

faltering footsteps—doubt that he is so high,
so pure, so true, so loving that our highest
thoughts of what God is, or may be, can
never surpass ‘this wondrous realization of
what on earth, in this highest and most
glorious manifestation of his divine character, he was and is? Skepticism may
throw doubt over

so

singly. Desiring
to serve our friends in
this respect, we have, after much effort and mos can be furnished at once, and will be
painstaking, made the arrangements set | sent to subscribers who order and are enforth below, and to which we invite atten- titled to them, with proniptness. We hope
tion :
Hine
to hear from a large number of them, and
EIGHT DIFFERENT CHROMOS.
at once.
; l

A Savor of Death.

It is not, however, because of the man converted, but because of the ‘manner of his

shows,

We

to doubt that he is worthy to be loved

0
0
en
do Emboss’d Morooto;iigle, 1.10
do
do
do
dozen, 10 .56
do
32mo.
8
85

ERS

Who?

and affects even Christian
whatever doubts about creeds
a Jiilosopher’s polemics may
ed in our hearts, is it possible

itive ornaments

RR

J

C—O

per-

ivision of our nature is that sub-{ ®!buman love—doubt that he is worthy to
lime prayer of St. Paul, “I pray God your be trusted with perfect confiding—doubt
that he is worthy to be followed, with un-

I shall reach the other side,

He

2,

at

a fair supply of them, if they can be had
without paying the rather high prices charg-

on this

When o'er Jordan’s swelling tide,

How

i

very

Rw

When I bid the world farewell,
‘When I walk through death’s dark vale,

How triumphant 1 shall be,
If the Lord be God to me.

popular.

>

miasm of the world enters even the church,

Janions that surround him ; with the spirit,
¢ adores the God above him, and lon
and sirives after higher life in this world,
and a higher world to come after it. Based

. I'll not grieve to.see them flee,
‘Ifthe Lord be God to me.

If the Lordbe God to me,

i

are

Nothing else, iin this line, ‘is just now

Beyond Doubt.

object of his

man moves. With the body and the senses,
he knows this world beneath his feet; with
his mind, be knows men, the equal com-

life's pleasures pass away;

soul shall be,

foundation of all his hopes.

the

cuted they

/
ih
Price, Postage. Tota 1
Psalmody, 18mo. in Sheep, single, ys
i
i J 16

oR

be Gog to me,

Fearless then my

bis life, the

love,

4

‘When well-designed and exe-

*

soul:

Though my health and strength decay,
And

FY

Chromos.

lutely and. at once the work of canvassing
for new subscribers.
They will be furnished with information respecting terms,

for the home, —beautiful, cheap, cultivators | &d., by writing to this office, and can obof taste, and sources of high enjoyment. tain’ copies of the Chromos to aid them in

T. L. Cuyler, in Evan-

We sometimes find our own hearts
The ‘realm of bodily sense, the realm of
mind’ ‘ahd understanding, and the realm of plexedby the skepticism of the age.
spirit, ‘these are the three regions in which sail not always under clear skies.

afflictions o’er me roll,

quiet I will'be,

‘the law of

the

time, but§ never
in.” Observe
how shat ply the Bible puts it—‘Let him
who thinketh that he standeth, take heed

universe, and acknowledge him to

be

by

S

But | lest he fall. ”—Rev.

best

been ruined

Books

i

in ae

have

Spesions self-deception, “I will do it just

there was also a third purpose—that one gelist. r
living
being should'recognize God himself

Though my way seem dark and drear,
And ho ray of light Appears
Short
eo dawn shall see,
If the
Lord be God tone,

Calth and

not I” has been the ruin of thousands.

there is a. great demand for

:

Prices of Freewill Baptist

want 100 agents to undertake reso- Single and by the dozen; also Postage on fe same,

We

—@ O

Just now

—

LE

AGENTS WANTED,

~~

him so far asalmost to greate it anew.

gréatest danger. The presumptuous spirit
goeth before destruction, ‘Who is afraid?

|

for 1874.

B=

Iw ail;
hy should I disheartened be,
If the Lord be God to me?
nd o’er

If the Lord

be a being on the earth,

capable of seeing its harmonious beauty,
and ruling und ordering the world about

‘What thougli earthly comforts fail,

Aud none careth for

there ‘should

Premiums

the gypatest security when in the

And thousands

Chen

3

that

ny

TH
Alt)

©

| the immeasurable spaces
that they enlighten
. How; Gud, the Creator, had already destin
t fo r three things—that there should
be life upon the earth, and creatures endowed with feelin and enjoyment; next,’

ten feel

at OM

2H
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NOVEMBER

WEDNESDAY.

GEORGE T. DAY, Editor.
@. ¥. MOSHER, Ass’t Editor.
i

energy.

dressed to the Publis,

‘The

—

Premiums.

—

ee

The several Chromos offered as Premigms,

‘both
yield
who
The
than

to new and old subscribers to the Star,
real satisfaction and pleasure to.all
Everybody likes them.
see them.
verdict from various quarters more
justifies the 'painstaking in sdiecting
liberal

the

them, and

offers

policy

them on such favorable terms.
help to beautify any home into

They will
they

which

may go, and carry a pure pleasure to the
inmates. We shall be glad, especially on
our subscribers’ aceount, to send out a large

i

* We
number of them.

3

*‘win” is full

Souls are not to. be worried,
nor driven, nor coerced, nor scared, nor
scolded, nor shamed inte a seeming alliance

of meaning.

with a new master or a (resh way
The harsh reproof, the magisterial

x

N. ew

:

Winning souls! That word

gd

- sarAll communications designed for publication
sucald be addressed to the Editor, and all letters on
Sani
of money, &c., should be adremitt:
————

renching out the hand of Sunday school teachers and pupils. Spurexertion. The geon seems to think a sermon incomplete
exceptional
and
constrained
magnet draws iron, not by spasms of force dnless ic has at least one sentence that is|
sufficiently Calvinistic to be shaded with
now and then exerted, but by the perpetual
blue.
Dr. Hodge's Theology, lately issued,
an
is
which
power
magnetic
the
of
action
—and
perhaps the ablest work of its kind,
And so the soul-force
inherent quality.
on
the
whole, that has appeared,—implies
interior
and
that wins mustbe a constant
it everywhere, and formally brings it forby occasionally

now

have and ex-

pect to keep on hand a good supply,so that

of: life.
tone and

air, the pharisaic scorn, the tyrannical will,
the flaming excitement and headlong fury
that are impatient of all honest questions
and unavoidable bewilderment, and demand

an instantaneous and headlong surrender
to human dictation,—all this is something

"NOVEMBER

freedom with views that are the real prodtheology, and

from

which they have never shaken their faith
free,
There is still no: little work to be
very different from the real winning of
done
belore
we have a tuoronghly free gos
s
g
souls. It is somethin suspiciou and poorpel.
It was not Christ's method, nor
er too,
But when the dogmas entering into CalJohn's, nor Paul's. It is an attractive soul
wins,—wins because it is attractiv
dy e,—
because the sacred magnetism that springs
from the spirit of love in the heart which
God has begotten, draws with a constraining power, and makes submission free and
glad and beautiful. Blessed are they who
carry this winning Christian grace that
makes godliness seem not less attractive
than sacred, and blends the beauty of holivess with the homelike affection of the

that

ik

ie

and with the sndiszuized, purpose of breakEVANSVILLE SEMINARY, The catalogue races of the earth, before none of which. the
It scems that-in this of this Institution, for the year ending Nov. “Asiatic race meed to bow its head. * There is’

| ing up the latter.
public scheol,

which

is quite

large,

only

| about one quarter of the pupils are Protest
ant, so that the apparent object. could be
easily accomplished.
Kd
Ot course this whole question is a general andaas yet mainly a theoretical one.
ward with set purpose and an array of de- We deprécate all needless discussion of it
fenses, again and again. The Philadelphia or alarm over it, as tending to arouse . secPlatform which the Warren’ (R. 1.) Baptist tional feeling and precipitate an evil that
Association makes its own doctrinal stand- could by caution and firmness be averted.
ing-place, bristles with the Five Points in But there can be no doubt that the virtual
paragraph after paragraph.
And not a control or destruction of the American
few who intend to preach the Arminian school system is what. the Catholics are
faith, and suppose they are doing it, often aiming at. That has been apparent for
vitiate or neutralize the vital truth of man’s years, The attempt was covert and quite
ucts of the Calvinistic

i

19, 1873.

no nation in the world,” bie sald ‘ that has lasted as long as the blacks}! They will add to our

21, shows an aggregate attendance of 164,
of whom

5 were in. the classical,

3 in

the

civilization the element of beneficent, wide-lov--

scientifig, ‘and 156 in the preparatory departments.
The school is well located,
and under the management of Rev. Geo.

ing, Christian brotherhood.” One might willingly grant all this: But the time has come for
colored people to be better than their fathers.

They should not imitate, like the Chinese, but

8. Bradlev, assisted by a worthy faculty.

advance,

Brief Jottings.

room

for

doubt concerning

it.

Recall the recent
St. Louis resolutions presented to the Irish Catholic Benevolent
Union.
“Resolved,” say they, ‘‘that the
present system of Common Schools , . . .
vipism are clearly and frankly stated, with is a curse to our country, and a floodgate
all their force and implications, the heart of atheism and sensuality, and of civil, so{rises up against it. ‘The head may not be cial and national corruption.” The disable to furnish any logical réply, but there ‘cussion on this resolution was particularly
is a feeling in the inmost soul that it can significant. *‘The Catholics have already
not be true. It outrages the sense of jjus- gained a great victory in driving the Bible
tice. It does violence to the devpes) and out of the Public Schools” said one. Fatenderest sympathies of the soul. At the ther Phelan, of St. Louis, “frankly conend of proofs that can not be beaten down fessed that the Catholics -stood before the

fifty dollars lately for
roughs who were dis-

is thrust upon

is disturbed

Mission Ch it-Chat.

world will be likely to affect the benevolence of our churches, and often the cause
of Christ will be

the

first place where we

begin to retrench. We ought to do more
for benevolence in such times, for there is
greater demand for help, There is more
necessity:

of helping

afflicted

by

cities,

when,

Memphis,

and other

unfortunately,

they

some proselyting Mormons, who have already
baptized twenty persons,
and are said to be rapid-

are in a condition in which it is impossible

ly extending their field of operation,

must be helped this winter, or they die.
Our missionaries must leave the field, and
all that has been done be lost,or the beneyo-

to help’ themselves.

=OF the 2,060 convicts sentenced to the Maine
State Prison

curing

its fifty years of existence,

therehas been but one clergyman, and, so far as
known, but one

Christian church.

person who

Many of our churches

lent ones in Christ's church must come B
the rescue. Some of our churches will be

was a member of a

Comments are needless.

ir

instincts’ often country as the ememies of the Public|
compelled to give up their houses of wor=IT wouldn’t be like Chic .go, not to accompareject it as promptly and decidedly as though Schools,” and Catholics should ‘‘as soon
ship on the account of debts, that in other
And blessed, too, .are they
human heart.
ny
the
following
congratulation
with
a
little
quiet
|
not a word of argument had been heard in send their children into a pest-house, or
who are acted on by such examples of piety
boasting :i—Having rebuilt the 776 houses which times they would be able to save them.
its support. Its advocates have sometimes bury them, as let them go ‘to the Pubiic were destroyed by fire, Boston is congratulated
selves;
and such helpers to the soul's Redeemsilenced the understanding, but there is no Schools.” “The Public School system is by Chicago, which has restored the 20,000 structShall Christ's cause suffer and we have
er.
conviction begotten that goes down into a nuisance,” quoth Father Maugin; and ures lost in the same way.”
no interest in it? Shall his dear ones bear
Winning souls! Yes, it is “*souls” that are
the heart.
And’ the more humane, affec- ather equally siguifieant opinions were ex~—GILBERT resMills ini New York should be rat- burdens that crush them: to the earth, and to be won. Nothing .lower or less than
tionate and sympathetic the spirit becomes, pressed.
-| cd as a model town.
There has not been
a drop we never help to relieve them of these burthis is to satisfy. Paul said, once, “I seek
the harder it is to lend even an intellectual
It woild be folly to ignore a matter of liquor sold within its borders for ferty years. dens? Oh, thit we would all remember
not yours, but you.” It is a thought and a
So says the local reporter.
bs
sanction to the dogmas in question. For!
those precious words, ‘ Bear ye one aners willbe kind enough to read carefully, purpose for all Christ’s disciples. One may thongh the polemical brain is mastered, the that is as unblushingly discussed as this
—A good brother that we know of Jost his
school
question
is.
The
Catholic
aim
other's burdens.” Will those that love God,
to decide just what they want, and make win personal’ sympathy, external favors, Christ-like heart keeps up an eternal denial.
must be considered as definitely stated, Course Lecture ticket last Thanksgiving duy, and those that would honor him by remem, abundant gifts, complipatronage
social
their orders and remittances conform preThis point is very justly and forcibly put’ and we might well consider it in its true and bas just found it in the family Bible. He bering his poor ones, and those thatwould
mentary words, outward deference, freely
phat it was
- cisely to our announcements.and offers. spoken admiration ; and yet the soul may by the chaiiman of the English Congrega- relatiorfe. But there is hardly occasion for feels like authorizing thestatement
do good in this time of need, help the Home
found in the Apo.orypha.
tional
Union,
in
a
recent
‘discourse.
He
of
many
We hope to hear at once from
a panic.
The virtue of our free imstituMission Society to bless and save?
v
They who labor for
not be won at all.
—SPIRITUALISM seems ta be thriving in Bosthem ; and we ask those who prize the pa- these lesser things may gain them. Such says: *
tions, and especially of the school system, ton. In a recent list of twenty-one advertises
Many of the churches have not paid their:
The old theology was not overthrown by will save them. But not without human ments of Sunday services in that city, ten were apportionment for 1873; the year is' most
per, to call the attention of their _gequaint- toilers have their reward. But it is not a argument.
Calvipism is* an iron ring of
ances to it, and do a little work in the why reward of great value. It can not fully sat- logic, which thejhammer has not yet been help. The time is apparently approaching’ of Spiritualist gatherings, and only four denomi- gone, and funds are especially needed. Evwhen this will be an open and violently nations advertised at that. And the Mormons ery dollar will help. If you can’t do much,
of canvassing right at home.
They will isfy. And if the soul be not really won, forged that can break. It was burst asun$
contested
question between the friends and made one of these.
der
by
the
expansive
force
of
love.
The
then do little. Do something.
:
even these outward things may soon drop
thus render a double service.
—PROVIDENCE
is
to
give
sll
of
its
poor a
The churches in the Boston Q. M. have
away. And they who yield these things, breaking-point of the strain was the re- foes of education,—call it between CathoP. S. New subscribers who prefer litera- but yet keep back the soul, are still unduti- striction it laid on an honest offer of salva- lics and Protestants if you choose,—and Thanksgiving dinner. It is a gererous act, but paid the most money to the H. M., the
if one of the direct results is not to give Provition to all. Men began tp suspect that if
ture to pictures, by sending a year's sub- ful hearers, seeking to put a worldly com- their theory of the gospel hindered the we would do well to give the subject the dence in five years twice as many poor as she has past year.
Lowell church, as usual, has
(ve
to-dar, she may think herself well off. Such | paid the most, though some others
-scription price;—$2.50,—will be credited to promise in the place of a heavenly duty,and | gospel, they were paying too dear for logic. previous thought that it deserves.
things draw.
:
trying to turn Heaven off with the husk | I Was possible there might be a hidden | |
done themselves credit by their benévov Jan. 1, 1875, and so obtain ‘the remainder
| flaw in their reasoning; it was impossible
.
when it calls for the kernel.
— A report makes a perilous journey in coming lence. The apportionment for the Lowell
Pontiff and Kaiser.
of the present volume free.
God should be insincere.
erhaps they
from New York to New England.
Plymouth
: Winning souls! To what shall we win | were consuming, in defense of orthodoxy,
church was $80.00, and it has paid $123.43,
The correspondence which lately passed church did not expel Mr. Tilton. It dropped his and in addition ‘has supported a mission
them? Not merely to our ereed,or our con- | energy which’ should have been spent in
name, which was constitutional, since he had alWinning Souls.
station in its own city. Lawrence church
gregation, or our plans, or to the support turning many to righteousness—manning between the Pope and the Emperor of Gerready withdrawn himself. And now the other
—
in which the former virtually Congregationalist churches in Brooklyn talk was apportioned $68.00, and has paid
of our personal pretensions or interests. the battlements of the city of refuge, when many,
gov- about calling Plymouth church to account be- $70.00. This church does not neglect the
Therhighest work that is ever done on That may not be hard. It may not call for they should have been throwing wide its declared war
upon the German
gates to the wretched refugeesof sin, and
treatment of cause it di-in't properly try Mr. Tilton;
earth is that concerned in winning souls,— much wisdom.
indifferent
ils
for
It may not imply much compelling them to come in.
einment
H. M. as some do, that have in other days
Possibly,
using that word “winning” in its best and virtue. It may not yield much profit. It also, they were taking hold of the wrong Catholicism, has not yet ‘Zot out of the pub—SINCE honesty in such cases is said to be so. received the fostering care of the Society.
Indeed, all work that is true may not bring any great and abiding good, end. of the great proble
truest sense.
Since the battle of Sedan no rare, let us state that the treasurer of the Boston Haverhiil has paid $61.56; its apportionof human salva- lic mind.
and worthy looks to this result, and is to be either to the winner or the won.
Some- tion in beginning with the eternal decrees event has produced so powerful an effect in Fire Relief committee has saved sbout £80,000 of ment was $50.00.
Amesbury paid $7.25:
the eternal covenant belween Germany.
estimated by what it does in this direction. thing beyond this is needful. They must of God
The missives have uncommon the money contributed for the relief of sufferers, its apportionment is $33.00.
Natick paid
the
Flr
and
the
Son,
instead
of
busying
which he now turns over to be kept a8 # permaMen contend, as they say, for great truths, be won to truth, to duty, to a high puifpose,
$17.50;
apportioned
$13:00.
Boston,
themsel¥es with the end put into their importance attached to them, both in their nest fund for disabled firemen, &c.
they rally to defend @r enthrone sacred to a loving and unselfish service, to a cress- hands by their Saviour's command—** Go immediate effects upon the public questions
Charlestown,
Lynn, Pelham
and Salem
—THE movement against tax-exemption
of
principles, they spend time aad coergy in bearing fidelity, to a patient trust under ye into all the world, and preach the gos- of the day, and as calculated to increase the
churches huvenot paid anythihg om their
church property seers to be taking d finite shape.
building or buttressing beneficent institu- trial, to the fellowship of a heavenly hope, pel taigvery creature.”
counpolitica! and religious progress of the
The Q. M. has paid by
The Michigan Constitutional Commission
has apportionments.
tions. And that is, well. They are fitting- —aye, won wholly to Christ himself, that
An increase in Christian love, in philan- try. It seems to have been the Pope's poli- just adopted an amendment forbidding its legisl- collections, and the apportionment of the
ly honored for such service while they live, they may joyfully take his yoke, welcome throphic plans and beneficent labor is there- cy to so sharply chide the Emperor that he ture to exempt such property.
}
®
churches, $317.06.
and their names become watch-words, and
him as Master, work faithfully in his vine- fore almost sure to work toward the over- would make a cutting response, which
The R. I. Association has paid $283.57.
—Sik HENRY RAWLINSON, who is high autheir graves like so many pilgrim shrines, vard, and find their eternal satisfaction in throw of the rigid Calvinistic system. But, might be used to inspire the Catholics of thority, maintains that the present revision of the The Roger Williams church lms paid the
after they have passed away. But why is his presence and training and sympathy. besides this, there is also needed the intel- Germany to indignant action. But in this Bible is premature. He regards a better knowl
largest amount, $106.10; its apporiidiiment
lectual effort that shows the premises to be attempt there has been an utter failure. edge of Assyrian as indispensable to explsin and
it needful to contend for a truth, or exalt a
No soul is truly won till it has thus come to
was $100.00, Olneyville comes next, havverify
the
meaning
of
a
host
of
passages.
“principle, or sustain am institution?
It is be at one with Him,
unwarrantable which support this *¢ iron The papal claims are too notorious. Even
ing paid $79.00; apportioned, $61.00.
not simply for their own sake that we give
—BosTON has gone half way infestablishing a
Winning souls! It is the divinest of all] ring of logic.” We want to get rid of the French diplomats treat the matter coolly, as
Greenwich St., Park St., 1st Smithfield,
them this service. © It is rather because of work. It is that lying closest to God's friction and the waste of moral power which though the Pope had in their opinion mov- needed reform. She has lately opened a dispen- 2d Smithfield, Waterford,
1st Taunton, and
sary
for
women,
where
diseases
peculiar
to
the
their value to men. It is because they can heart.
It is that which brought @hrist result from this terrible fight between the ed quite too fiercely as well as too soon. sex will ba exclusively treated. Now let her go New York city have paid $98.47; apporserve souls, making them truer, stronger,
among men as a ready sufferer, gave him creeds and the hearts of Christians. We Claiming the right- to dictate to a nation the othér half, and procure female physicians to tioned, $202.00. Pascong,Pawtucket, Pond
richer, puter, and fitted for a higher work.
the meat "to eat that others knew not of, want truth in the thought of men, so that like Germany, and in the face of the relig- attend to the patients.
8t., North Scituate, Barneyville, Johnston,
Solomon, called the wisest of men, ex—IN a sermon on Fidelity to Trusts, Rev, Mr,
Carolina Mills; Mashpaug, Farnumsville,
and yielded him the satisfaction that made it may help affection instead of hindering ious advancement there during the few past
pressed his own idea of human
wisdom by
him half forget the fearful travail of his and chilling it. And so, not less to day years, is what nothing but the audacity. of Foote, of Boston, said, last Sunday :—** The prin. N. Shoreham, Wier St. , Taunton, Tiverton,
saying, “He that winneth souls is wise.”
spirit. In this work the. noblest men and than during the many yesterdays, is there the hero of Infallibility could have been ciple of fidelity totrusts;and that for the highest of W. Greenwich ahd Warwick Center have
Daniel, evidently occupied with the same
reasons, is as simple and as obvious as the law of
the saintliest women have found their glory need of stating and urging and impressing equal to. The rebourd threatens to be gravitation that holds the universe together.” It not paid.
general thought, says, They that be wise
and their joy. And it is not for others only. that view of God’s loving sincerity in his much more serious, as well as in a different would be d'flicult to put the wholé- matter in a
There aré ten churches in the Western
shall shine as the brightness of the firmaR. I. Q. M., and but one has paid anything
It is the privilege of each of us. We may, offers of life, and that view of man’s liberty direction, than Nono supposed. It has vir- more concise or forcible form.
:
ment, and they that turn many to righteous-We may put that and responsibility in accepting or rejecting tually helped the “Old Catholics” of Gerenter upon,it even now.
—WE are promised something new under the on the apportionment. * W. Scituate has
ness, as the stars forever and ever.”
The
»
We it, which will end the war between creed many, in failing to awake the opposition to sun. Dr. Vincent is arranging for a *‘ Sunday paid the amount apportioned.
sort of service into every day of life.
wisdom thus set forth is shown both in the
and heart, and bring all the consenting their movement, which it appears that His school Camp meeticg,” to be held on the shore
Again we ask,
will not those ministers
We
success.
of
assurance
the
in
labor
may
choice of an end so high, and in the success
of Chatauqua Lake, in western New York, next
that have not presehted the claims of the
may couat on heavenly help. We may forces of the soul into alliance ‘with the Imbecility confidently counted on.
denoted by attainingit. To select Luman
August, to which all the Methodist children in
make
to
gospel.
Thus
will
men
truly
become
lainclined
seem
Catholics
the
Bat
H.M. the past year, aud those churches
g
on.
go
we
as
us
rewardin
trinmph
a
find
souls as objects to fashion and win proves
borers together with God.
as much capital out of the matter as possi- the country will be, invited for a two weeks’ ses- that have not paid a dollar into its treasury,
may
We
joy.
sacred”
a
up
gather
may
We
sion. An ehborite programmeiof lectures and
a wise purpose; to gain and mold them
ple. Already the Bishop of Mainz has pub- discus ions is already arranged.
do what they can to aid the Society before
traly proves a wise method.” No other ob- share men’s gratitude and God's ‘“Well
Emperor,
lished a letter addressed to the
the present year shall close ?
service.
the
with
busy
are
we
as
done”
A Catholic Dodge.
ject is so noble and worthy; success is no—PROTESTANTISM seems to be growing in
in which the latter is challenged to prove
A. H. Cuasg, Cor. Sec.
ore
brightthe
with
foreverm
shine
may
We
France. Rev.T.Lorrieaux,a delegate to the Evanwhere else so full of meaning.
the assertions against the loyalty of German
ness of those soul-winners whom God exalts
gelical
Alliance
from
that
country,
and
at
the
The N. Y. Times lately called attention
Winning souls is often thought and Spakto be fadeless stars in the upper firmament. to a scheme that the Catholics of that city Catholics, contained in the Emperor’s reply head of one of its Protestant societies, says that
en of as the special work of the minister.
Revivals, &e.
~—Will not every reader enter at once on the are laying to break down the common to the Pope's first letter: Ite is sufficiently thg French Protestants now number about 800,M—
$a
,
So it is. He has* no real occupation, asa
is.
it
Here
reading.
interesting
be
000,
the
separation
of
Alsice
and
Lorraine
havto
tart
work of winning souls?
PARKMAN,
ME.
The
F.
Baptist
church
school system, which we have not seen
minister, if it is not, this.
True, he isto
Majesty has charged us in the face ing taken away about 200,000. These are divided
mentioned anywhere else. It seems “that of Your
study, and preach, and pray, and plan, and
Europe
with disloyal intrigues. Now, into fifty independent congregations, eight Bap- in Parkman is enjoying a very precious reHeart Against Creed.
about two-thirds of the money appropriat- our
visit. But these are not ends; they are onation has either been conducted tist, thirty Methodist, and six hundred of the re- vival of religion. Many of the young are
ed in New York City for public schools is within the limits of the laws, and in that formed church, as it came down from Calyin.
ly means to one. The sermon that does
giving their hearts to the Saviour. Last
case you were not justified in bringing thig
Calvinism as a system dies bard. There in the form of an allowance of ten dollars Sho
—AMERICAN editors are not alone in being
nothing in the way of winning souls is a
Sabbath (Nov. 2) nine happy converts folus, or our conduct has trans- charged with an utter lack of discriniination fn
failure as a sermon. It may embody knowl- are indeed those who will have it that the for every scholar reported as Laving been prow
example of the Saviour in the orlaws, and accordingly we have accepting manuscript for publication, In Eng- lowed the
Sressed tted
edge, and illustrate ability, and honor logic, issues between the old stern Augustinian taught in those schools each successive | commi
dinance
of
baptism. The day was very fipe,
your
Will
treason.
of
the erime
lind, two magazines are conducted by this class
theology that made everything of God's year, ending the first of October,
This ety,
government, on of grumbling but disappointed contributors, on ‘and the gathering of people the largest ever
and conform to the best rhetorical rules,
our
majesty, . ten,
must be at
facts which
and contain fine specimens of oratory, and sovereignty, and the truer thought spcken journal states that in 1871, out of a total the ground
known at our place of worship. The occa“> presence of such a charge, whose pages no article is allowed to appear that
carry pathos, and kindle admiration. No by mental philosophy to-day that gives of $3,547, 488.76 appropriated for educa- Jour die
has not been previously rejected by some leadsion was solemn, and yet glorious. Others
TR og traitors ? After ph ing publisher. A glance through their colupmns
derived from this to indiet ¢i
are expected soon to follow in Gospel order.
matter. If it leaves the seul in its old moral real meaningto human treedom, are things tion, $2,167,680 wae
accusaan
ful
5
red
Majesty hat
fortifies one for any amount of hoolding from
i
loyalAlmost the entire community seems to be
and
attitude, with no fresh sense of need, with of history rather than of present experi- sotirce.
integrity
ainst our honor,
:
It is also the case that the appropriations he
Because the metaphysicians have
st allow us to prove to you how that class of aspirunts.
aflected by the spirit of God.
no new uplook or longing or better pur- ence.
l-informaod you have been.
J. W. HINKLEY.
—YouNa Men’s Christian Associations are repose, it has wholly failed to: do its work as exploded Edwards’s theory of the will, it is to each sehool or school district are made
assumed that the theology of Calvin's In- without reference to its population, whethTtisalso affirmed that the Pope has address- spectfully requested to note that, whereas in this
a Sermon. |
is a barren thing; and he who outwardly stitutes has been sent to burial. Because er it be native or foreign. This of course ed a second letter to the Emperor, which country travelers usually throw away their tranWest Davexrort, N. Y. In the Free
many of the graduates of Princeton preach is just, but it is evident that if the Catho- the latter dard not publish, for fear of the gient reading matter at the journey’s end, in Baptist church at West Davenport, N. Y.,
exercises it may well bewail his fruitless
England, at each R. R. station, is found a box,
ness and raise a serious question over his a full atonement and bid their hearers take lics should open schools close to the reg- consequences on his Catholic siibjects, and similar to our letter-boxes, into which the trav- is a pleasant work of grace. The church is
the water of life freely, men infer that the" ularly established ones, and succeed, as to which he has not replied from inability eler puts his perused books, papers, &. These revived, and a few have obtained hope in
fitness for the sphere he has chosen.
But this is not solely the minister's work. doctrine of unconditional election has be- they often do, in drawing away the pupils to controvert the evidence adduced. This are in turn collected by persons who carry them Christ. A series of union meetings are beIt is the real work assigned to every Chris- come a fossil or a myth; and they count a to their own schools, then they could easily may do to tell thé marives. But to make to hospitals, homes for the aged, and similar in- ing held, led by the pastor, Rev. O. T.
tian. The humblest disciple need not feel sharp protest against the teaching of the claim so much of the appropriation for the eivilized world believe that the balf- stitutions, wheie they are gladly received. Of Moulton, and Rev. W. W. Taylor, pastor of
course, such literature is not of the highest type,
:; that he is forbidden to enter into this high- Westminster Confession a shot at a man that district that they would weaken and headed Nono had brought the Emperor of but wouldn’t it be worth while to attempt some the M. E. church. The next session of the
or a reso- eventually cause the suspension of the Germany to his feet is quite too much to such use of it in this country?
° est sphere and form of toil, nor that he is of straw, and a strong assertion
Otsego Q. M. meets with this church, Nov.
“excused from the responsibilities of the la- lute defense of man’s moral libérty an im- purely unsectarian school. This, in sec- attempt. Of course papal audacity would
Com.
—~WENDELL PAILLIPS as gallantly returns to 21-22.
tions where the native population might. be acknowledge no bounds in its epistolary the championship of the colored race whenever
“por. He, too, is set to be a soul-winner, pertinence or a sad waste of breath.
That view is surely a mistaken one. The large but the Catholic population much warfare, but it must be Something besides opportunity offers, as the chevaliers of old riskIe is to think of this as hLis main business.
village
Rochester
RocHEestER, N. H.
It is not alone for Sundays. It is to rua old bard theology still stays. The creeds greater, could be easily accomplished, and fear that keeps king William from properly ed life .and limb in defense of some fair lady’s
work of
able
remark
a
of
scene
the
been
has
through the whole week. It isto go into often hold it firmly, and an attempt to take with what disastrous results can be easily replying to any second letter that he may charms. He delivered a lecture in Boston last
grace during the past five weeks. The
week on‘ The past history, present condition
every department of Jife and be the soul it away or seriously modify its form is re- understood.
have received.
and
future
prospects
of
the
colored
race,”
in
pastors and people of the three churches,
So, far from this being a mere theory,
.
—
of all ‘intercourse. He is to find his suk- sisted with passionate energy if not with
which he displayed much ofthe old oratorical Methodist, Copg. and; Eree Baptist, with
Nichors Lamy SciooL. The special ob- fire, and a historical research that is rarely equalith
fost among those with whom he most free- pious horror. It is taught through text- the scheme seems to be in active operation.
our church in ' Gonie, united in a revival
. Iy mingles, And success will depend more books and lectures at the Thbological Sem- It is said that the Priests have actually ject of this school is to fit students for the ed. Of course he eulogized the race,but not unand secured the services of the Rev.
effort,
{
upon the spirit that is daily carried, upon inaries, and defended against attack and perfected arrangements of this kind in Freshmen class in college, but pupils who fairly so. The Asiatic race, helsaid, was metaFowler, of Bristol, an evangelist.
C.
J.
do
not
contemplate
a
college
course
are
|
some
of
the
lower
wards
of
the
City,
physical.
And more than that;—long before
the moral atmosphere that is borne about, criticism in the discussions of the classmeetings per day were holden,and at
!
upon the steady and perhaps unconscious room. Now and then one hears it squarely where the resident population is almost gladly received. The last catalogue, just] the western continent awoke to anything that Three
could
be
called
civilization,
the
Asiatic
had
his
almost every meeting there have been pre-:
“©
influence that is exerted, than upon the announced from the pulpit.
It is often exclusively Catholic. It was reported not received, presents the following summary:
the orders’ may

be filled

without

delay.

by the intellect, the moral

Maine

which

: The present pressure in the commercial

~FoR a beginning, it is a creditable fact that
Boston's private chaiity guve excursions to over
five thousand poor children last summer.
And
charity covereth a multitude of sins,
in

them.

privilége

Home

all persons who shall be convicted of bribery in
legislation.
What a thinning out that law: w ould
prodice in some legislatures.

county

equal

to

Denominational News al Ni,

—REV. Mr. Benson, of Kansas, actually got his

HANCOCK

udice and criticism, and prove themselves

the

|

prej-

complishing.

out of its public schools, Des Moines takes it in,

turbivg his meeting,
i)
~AN
amendment
to
the
New
Jersey
constituunsuspectéd
at first, but recent overt acts
and inevitable developments
leave no tion, just adopted in commission, disfranchises

farther

circumstances, disarm

This we are glad to believe they are slowly ac-

Just as Boston puts corporeal punishment

annual salary increased
soundly thrashing three

conquer

Let the new subscriptions and the renewals
come in at once, and both the paper and
the pictures will be promptly sent according to the orders.
The full statement of our plans and offers will be found on the third page of this
paper. Turn to that statement. Subserib-

:
|
$+
2 4

i

i

:

’

.
N
}

»

formal, set and periodical efforts ‘put forth clearly implied when it is not affirmed. It
‘on special occasions, and ina perfunctory | fashions much of the language of prayer.
way:
We. draw souls effectually, if we 1¢ saturates the sanctuary hymns, It runs
Pe
dug at all,by the constant magnet- through ‘more or.less of the expositions of

and loving heart, Tather, than
Lobi: by gig "ere
steel
Hr oy

Hae.

#h wd

HH &

-w

VY

AW

Scripture

that are

put

into the

Shakespeare, his Sir Walter Scott, his novelist, cious souls weighed down under the great
long ago that Rev. Father O'Farrell, of —Graduates, 10; First class, 13; Second his
poet, his philosopher. The only thing that
have been heard
St. Peter's church on Barclay Bt; was class, 18; Third class, 20; Total, 61. The blood lacked, it lacks still. It is the element burden of sin, and others
ence and conexperi
new
their
of
ng
speaki
erecting at his own expense a nominally school has ‘a good reputation, which it has that looks toward the Democratic equality of
we know, the
as
far
As
God.
to
version
earned
by
thorough
Rdelity
to
its
approprie
free ‘school-hous
in close proxi ity to
position and privilege. . Mr. Phillips. drew a

hands of|tthe regular public school

of that "section,

ate work.

masterly comparison

between
the varions gree
{

1

i

Riekhon HOs

}

’

| Mi

v1 1

converts have not bee numbered
|
Ll

yet,

but

i

Pp

HE

A

| 8

there are a great many. It may be stated the Rich en
however that some two hundred have re- attendance from other

chi

many

-

gia Our

TE

sions ‘Was signalizedby the

“The

Missionary Bishopof Zana, and by a discus

cutta.

The Colorado Baptist propose to have a “Rocky

RELIGIOUS MISCELLANY.
.

i

In

General.

Rev. Wayland Hoyt of New

church.

4.8. ‘HiLL,

A

grace enjoyed the past winter and spring.

bre on account of my illness and abseuce
from the city the past summer.
The Portland Free Baptist church is an
“earnest, working band, ever ready to do or

and

others

the catastrophe: in their homes.
they have * dispersed” and are

ing.”

his

schools,
‘“ South €harleston” is a place where the Presbyterian church follows the system of weekly
offerings, and pays the pastor's salary every
Monday morning.

who may most need aid.

writes to say that he recent-

Ohio.

It is rarely the case that this sacred ordinance is
received at that extreme age.
Donations.

VI., during the revolutionary persecution of the
.church which took place toward the close of the

| Quarterly

Meetings.

church, Dec, 2628.

Summer

were

churches

and

ceives

with

ill church, Sept. 13, 14. The
Mostly represented by letter

L. D. Turner was with
and delegation. Rev.
us, also the Baptist and Methodist ministers of
place. There was a good interest in the
the
.
meetings both Saturday and on the Sabbath

Appointed the Rev. Wm,
Mission agent for this Q.
Missions, $24.80.
Foreign

EE
27 and
oelack,
or

Russell a Foreign
M. Collection for

with the Dryden church, Dec,
Conference, Friday the 26th, at 6
JOHN TYLER, Clerk.
P.M. © wn >
ot

a

WHEELOCK Q. M.~Held its Oct. session vith
thé Albuny charéhi: It being stormy the day the
conference assembled, the delegation was not as
large as at some other times, and yet a good and
yeireshing season Was enjoyed. Some of the

seschurches reported additions since the lastpreachsion; others are feeble and destitute of
Master.
ing; all need more of the spirit of our
our

in

manifest

was

degree of interest

A good
on
Mission and Educational work, and a collecti
Rev. Bro. Parof $12.00 taken to aid them.
tridge, of the Corinth Q. M., was with us, and by

the interest of
"his preaching and counsel added tomeetings
were
the session. Some good social
will
beld,and we trust good seed was sown which God.
spring up and bear fruit to the glory of
with the
The location of the next session wasleft

Clerk; any church desing
E.

due notice.

it will please give

C. SMALLEY,

Clerk.

the

WEARE Q. M.—Held its last session with

There was a deep
Canaan and Orunge church.
meetings. Some
religious feeling in all the
to be rememdesired
arose for the first time and
Though we saw no more
bered in our prayers.
made
eases. of conversion, yet our hearts were
better
glad and encouraged to go on and live J800d
ng
Preachi
ivesby the meetings enjoyed.
.
and listened to with interest.

E.Swmrrh, Clerk.

©

GRAND RIVER

Q. M.—Held

its Oct. session

.
with the Free Baptist church in Orange taken
Collection
ood meeting was Fjoyed,
:
or Missions was $13.62.
The next usd will be held ‘with the Free

Baptist church in Woodland, commencing Jan.
9. at 2 o'clock, P. M. It is hoped that the clerks
their
of the churches will be faithtul in sending
on
church letters, and that the delegates will be the
at
time, so that the meeting can commence
A. J. Davis, Clerk.
appointed hour.

BELKNAP Q. M.—Held its last session Nov.
11—13, with the Alton church, Revival interest was reported at East Tilton. The ordination of Bro. B. G. Blaisdell was reported. Bros.
J.4Davis of the Woltborough, XE. Smith of the
Gi M.
Baker and
J.
oars, ¢. L. Pinkham,
Park, of the New Durbam Q. M’s were Plegent
and assisted in Christian work. The following
resolutions were adopted :
Resolved, 1. That this Quarterly

gards

gambling

as

utterly

Meeting

re-

inconsistent

vith

has decided

that

law
Christian morality#8 well as contrary to the
4
of the land.
92. That,in view of thé fact, that the highest

judicial authority of this state
such

+ Ring

games

as

* Grab

Cake,” ** Guess

Bag,”

* Fish

Pie,” ¢ Praise

Pond,”

Tree,”

Sales,
« Love among the Roses,” and Lottery
,
are a violation of the Siatute against gambling

us well as that they are contrary to the Freuwill Baptist Tieatise and the Wordof fod, we
condemn all such practices and earnestly advise
Christian
]

people to abstain from them.
8. C. KxmBaLL,

Clerk.

TAMA Q. M.—Held its last session with the
Oneida church, Sept. 19—21.. The attendance

was good, and the ¢ urches nearly all represented by letter and ’delogates. One new church

Fairview) of 14 members was

. M.

received into the

We were favored with the presence of

v. R.'D. Frost, Agt.
Preaching spiritual and
Next session with thé
H. H.
.
v
0 |

deposit

by

Cardinal

for Foreign Missions.
earnest.
Bovina church, Dec.
WITHINGTON, Clerk.
[iE

ance, a larger

Leave

of all temporal rulers.”
So it places Radicalism
and Protestantism in the same category,as equally obnoxious to sound conservatism in politics
and orthodoxy in religion.
No doubt Protest-

antism does tend to Radicalism in politics, but
not exactly of the kind produced by the irreligChurch

Herald

and priesteraft

regards

with such

holy horror.
Bishop Whipple of Minnesota, in a recent misgionary address, said that he saw no reason why
men
who were communicants in the church
should not devote one day in the week to telling
the story of the cross as well as instructing people how to vote, As a rough frontiersman once
said to him,“ I hear you have canons in the
church against such things, and if you have it’s
about time you fired them off.”
The Tortieth anniversary of the settlement of
Rev. W. P. Payne over the Holden, Mass., Congregational church, recently celebrated, was peculiar for a resumption of the old time services.
Violins, bass-viols and flutes took the place of the
The old fuguing tunes were sung. The
organ.
deacons sat in the deacons’ seat. The congrega-

tion stood up while the choir sang. The tunes
were preceded with a ¢ sounding” of fa sol
la.” The congregation stood after the benedic®
tion until the pastor had passed from the pulpit to

the door.’
Under the new

law

of Geneva, elections for

three pastors of the Catholic churches of that city
have been held. The ultramoutanes abstained
Fathers Hyacintbe, Hartault and
from voting.
Chavaud were chosen without opposition. They
wereto be installed Oct. 10th. This puts the
Old. Catholics in possession of the ecclesiastical
“property of the city, with the salaries from the

city treasury.

The

Tablet

declares

that

MT
For Eruptive

Huddon Bay Térritory, says his diocese is fifteen

Sixty congregational churches have applied for
aid in bpilding their houses of worship, to fifty
the “Board’s

enTreasury now finds itself unable to nleet its
gagements by several thousand dollars.
D.C.
Dr. Rankin’s church in wadhington,

has now.a membership of 263.

at

and

3.20,

3.00, 6.17,
ig

Its reading

of

leave Wolfeborough

and

G. H. HUBBARD,

MONROE, N.Y, Q. M. will hold
with the Byron church, Dec.5—7.

for Laconia.

RETURNING,— Leave Laconia

T. FURBER,

July 17, Mr.
Clark, of L.

Nathan P. Young

and

John Courey, of Hollis, and Mrs
of Lewiston, Me.
i

Clerk.

both of C.
;
In Farmington, Me., Nov. gp

In Poland,

session

bride’s

Office

Addresses.

———

a.

—.—.,

Letters

For

Mr.

James

THE

5

and
INDEX

AN

Provision

is Made

ROYAL

for

By

Mission,

[}

347
8.63
4.00
© 8.60
6.68
4.80

1.10
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le
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HUGE

Mailed

Free.

Pa,
Mrs 8
Lowell ch, Mass, per L G Howe,
Ch in Patten, Me, per H W Bubar,

5.00
By

0
fr

to $10 aday guaranteed,
Ladies,
hpmediately, to
ouiars sent hig Write

KY.
Hiough.

GW,

Concord, N. H.

/

-

26.90

$160.
SILAS CURTIS, Treas.
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your

of 100 pages”
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to s
addres

Agents Wanted
DR. J. BALL

also,

& CO., (». 0. Box 91)

Fo. 01 Liberty Street, New York City, N.Y,

1y46

AGENTS

wanted in town and coun-

try to sell TEA, or

get

up

club. orders, for

13t40

43 Vesey Street, New

*

the

largest Tea Company in America; Importer’s prices,
and inducements to agents. Send for circular.
Address,
ROBERT WELLS,
York

stamp. for

‘
SEXD FOR CATALOGUE.
14636] DOMESTIC SEWING. MACHINE CO., NEW YORK.

piano

39 Wall St., N. Y.

1, Ad

Lt

:

LADY

playing

th

WALL ST.”
on “puts and

“SECRET OF SUCCESS IN
32 pages. Bulls, Bears. Profits

calls,” costing #10 to $100.
Muiled for stamp by
VALENTINE TUMBRIDGE & CO., Bankers & Brokers,

.

18t45

AGENTS

Wanted to introduce onr celebrated Rubber Goods
for ladies’ and children’s wear. They sell rapidly,

Active agents can real-

and give perfect satisfaction.

ize small“fortunes. Send for our illustrated catalogue. Address LA PERLE RUBBER CO., %
13t40
‘Chambers St., New York.

Philadelphia,

SACRED MUSIC BOOKS.

3

still continue,

with

and SINGING

Xears,

H. R. Palmer.

facilities

increasing

constantly

waves,” and true to. its name, keeps well to
Still
the front of all books for CHOIRS, CONVENTIONS

N. H.,

Established more than Forty

to execute orders for all qualities, sizes and weijhis of

News

and keep on hand,as well, an assortmeni

Book

of

tunes

of the

400 pages.

500 Editors.

The River

Price $1.50.

of Life!

Is attracting the notice of all Leaders of Singing in
Sabbath schools, because of its very superior arrangement of Bible subjects, its department of songs

for little children, its adaptation to the international
lessons, and its general richness and freshness of

STEREOTYPING,
‘desire to do their own

psalm

Has no superior as a collection of the
century.
most approved sacred music for CHOIRS and COX-

GREGATIONS.

the

Price $1.50.

1,000 of the very best

Contains

Paper.

contracts for

and

By L. O. EM:RSON

SCHOOLS.

American Tune Book!

Paper,

music and words, | Highly commended by all.

Price

35 cts. in Bds.

This BEAUTIFUL SABBATH SCHOOX SONG
BOOK, is sold at $30 per Hundred in B’ds; $25 per
100 in paper.

same,

publishing.

on

The above hooks sent, post-paid, on receipt of retail price.

MI., wish

to

Man’f’g Co., Claremont,

announce

publigh, annually, &

to the

-

public

that

they

Register and Business Directory
OF

NEW

HAMPSHIRE,

i

WALTON’S

Vermont

Register,

which is now in the 57th year of its gge!
Any person San
him
y mail for
Forty Cents.

Oliver Ditson & Co., Boston.

wd
¢

Music, Books

Best

The

For your work this seasan,’are

containing a correct list of all the business men in
the State, at the time of going to press. - And they
also yublish a work of the same kind for Vermont,
called

NEW PERFUME |
For the

Ld

The “JOY,” by P.P. Bliss,
For Classes, Chorused and Conventions. Specimen
copy, by mail, for 75 cts.; $7.50 pér dozen.
&

Standard Concert Choruses,:
By H. R. PALMER,

have a copy of either book sent to
wenty-fiv y@ Cents, or both for
ONE

=

A friend, Vienna, Me,
Lisbon Q M, N H, per J 8 Jloouer,
East Randolph, Viper J H Cox,
Mrs 8 B Hanson, Bartlett, N H, for freedmen,
J W Akins, Ala, perd 8 Manning,
a»
A
Col.
i
Union¢Ky, Q M,

Send

TEA.—TEA

For advanced

Classgs anfl Chorus Societies.

Specimen, by mail, T ots¥; $7.50 per dogen.

Root’s Medel Organ Mathod,
,.

|B

NO MORE MONEYNOSEBY AND

URING YOUR FACE.

ER,

A

AND
PHYSIOLOG
ted
~ ANATOMY of the EYE
SIGH'P. Tells how to Re~
A ai
‘store Impaired Vision and
ean k,
how to cure
Overworked Eyes:
kghted
S
Nearand
Inflamed,
Watery,
ess
Disenses of the
Eyes, and all other
ADJUSTING

Was

practical

CLAREMONT,

[RESTORE your SIGHT,
o

._ Send
Want
\
sells wonderfully fast.. 3000 Ageuts
HUBBARD
for full description- apd. circulars.
1y47
BROS., Pub’s, 728 Sansom St., Phila.

for the Plano-F
orte carries the

The Claremont

A Gem worth Reading!A Diamond worth Seeing "
SAVE YOUR EYES
reading

in.two days, &c.;

75

five days,

in

127

days,

four

Claremont Man'f'g Co., THE STANDARD!

N.

Lesson.

mail to any one sending 25 cents to Miss M. A.
Dixon, Box 1129, Portsmouth, N. H... Also packages
sent at wholesale.
46

THRO AVAL YOUR SPECTACLES,a=

STORY.
Parley.”

just started report 101 orders in

Agents

trations.

FOR

FATHER RANDALL'S MONUMENT will be gent by

MAIL.

I,

13t44

Fine

lines of business, before conbracting elsewhere.

VIEW

:

Mass.

Please let them know what you wish in any of the above

(Successors to WM. B. BRADBURY.)
NEW YORK AND CHICAGO.
STEREOSUOPIC

H.

THE

witha those who

1874,

MAIN,

the

and

Stock Feed

theoretical music

and are constantly making

DIADEM

&

of

Charts

graphic History of Ocean Navigation, Adventure
A
and Discovery since the Ark. Replete with startling
fearful. disasters, piracies, perils, &c.,
incidents,
ABOVE, also, the. WONDERS BENEATH the SEA, Diving, Dredging, Telegraphing, &ec., 225 spir‘ted Illus-

BOOK BINDING

is sold by the leading Bookgéllérs all over the world.
Retail Pxice, 36 cents; $30 per 100 copies.
#3 Ask your Bookseller for it.

BIGLOW

Mam

9

BOOK AND JOB PRINTING

Lessons

Every

Cyclopeedia

best

OCEAN'S

o) Clarke’s New Method

WALK
/

LER &
13t43

ADAPTED

PREPARED

also

By the gifted son of the famous *‘ Peter

They also do, to order, all kinds of

CONVENIENCE OF SUPERINTENDENTS AND CHORISTERS.

LARGE

+4

and

1)

A.

NEW

1873

WITH

TOGETHER

4t44

Van Buren Q M, lo, per E Tebbetts,

Nason,

International

Received.

Ch in Concord, N H, for freedmen,
Manchester, Mich, per J 8 Manning,
ve
Van Buren Q M, Mich,
bis
Hillsdale Q of; Mich,
J Davis,
A
per
Mich,
M,
Q
Grand River
Wheelock Q M, Vt, per E C Smalley,

J.

ESPECIALLY

————

EXPRESS.
:
+ W Johnson. Curry, Pa.
Messrs Hoyt & Foes. 91 Middle St, Portland, Me.
Co, Boston, Mass.
« D Lothrop &
Home

Rev.

TO THE

rev A Jones, Grand Rapids, Mich,
» CL Russell, Champlin, Minn,
«John Moxley, N Tunbridge. Vt.
.
J Fullonton, Raymond, N H.
«J Granville, Wilmot Flat, N H,
Joel Root, Lenox, Kane Co, Ill.

|

by

CONTAINS

HYMNS

Books Forwarded,

\

Pinkham,

ROYAL DIADEM

BY

John

Sunday School Song Book

J Baker—S H Barrett—A Burnham~N Brooks—T Currier—H'J Carr—J A Cheney—LR Cook—T Dunton-0O
B Dudley—Lols Dame--N Gammon—CHasse -J HHutchins—d C Henry—W W Hatch—A Jones—W Johnson—8
King-Mrs D C Knowles—J D Kimball—J
W Joy—W C
1. Lesher—M Mead-B KF Marsden—W Mitchell-H HD
N H—H N Plumb—0
ison,
Morgan—Mad
8
Mower—H
Pateh—W Phillips—D W Plummer—H Patrick—J Pinkham—dJ M Purkis=N L Rowell—M Swett—W Scoles—J
tt—J Smith
Stevens—-G A Spiutey—o W Sanborn—C
Tozer—N
Smith—E A Tyler—R'H
M
—W H Stone—B
Mm
Wellman—C
E
Ward—T
Veale—J
G
Thomas—W
White—E H Wi'lis—=W R Wadsworth.

Patch, Kewanee,

father,

THE

a

3

Lock, both of

Miss Emma J. Stacy, both of N. Berwick,

with

Rev. 0, D. Bartlett. Conway, N. H.
*
D, Clay, Denver, Col, Ter.
J, Rand, 431 Main St., Charlestown, Mass.
“ A Hobson, Steep Falls, Me.
EE

Rev

Best,

pf intense INTEREST and infrinsic VALUE.

A new work

HAS NEVER BEEN-EQUALED,
Teaches

Austin and Miss Josephine G. Hobbs, ofS. B. In
N. Berwick, Nov. 1, Mr. Jacob
Thompson
and

the church in Otisfield on the first Wednesday and
Thursday in February next.
A. P. WHITNEY, Clerk.
Post

M. Swett,

In Waterbury, Vt., Sept. 3, by Rev. J. W. Burgin,
Mr. George H. Adams, of North Fayston, and Miss
Ellen M. Adams, of W.
In South Berwick, Oct. 22, at the residence of the

Foc)

next

Me. , ©ct. 19, by

feature.)

<q wictures. Apply. at once to D. I GUERNSEY.

4teow40

Haven, Conn.

Mary L.

Rev. O. Roys, Mr.

Dora E.

new

and our New

Pub., Concghd, N.

Male or
WORKING
CLA
SS
Female;
$30 a week employment at home, day or evening,
no capital; instructions and valuable package of
goods sent free by mail.
Address with six cent return stamp, M.
YOUNG & Co.,173 Greenwich St, N.Y.
13wi4l

Mr. Simon Libbey and Miss Elsie Stanton,both of P.

held with the Clifton
BENJ. PENNEY,
JR.

hold its

New

In Newfield, Me., Nov. 1, Mr. Charles B. Hale and

delegation from
brethren would
W. CRAIN, Clerk.

Bibles

owners.

copies

Flour,

Send

Miss Sadie J. Straw, both of N.
In Bath, Me., Nov. 1, by Rev.F. L. Wiley, Mr.
Noah H. Goodwin and Mrs. Ann Peppef both of
B. Nov. 8,Mr. Rufus H.Robbins, of Waldoboro, and
Miss Emma J. Owen, of B.

HUNTINGTON Q. M. will hold its next session at
Huntington, Vt., Dec. 12—14.
;
J. W. BURGIN, Clerk.

will

A

Fernando C. Allen and Miss
F.

(a

T'S Morse; reonrmended:a necessity for all horse

Parker, Mr.

Arvesta

REFERENCE DICTION

BIBLES

Catalogue of 1873.

Hicken

Mrs.

ARY

Cheapest and Largest Bibles for Agents in
[£] America. $Roo
to 200 per month cleared on

enter-

Bostoh,

NOW
IS .¥FOUR TEME
TO
COMMENCE on our NEW
PICTORIAL

=>

Edward Hrrrison,

In Contoocuok, Sept. 30, by Rev. J. C. Osgood,
Mr. Edgar W. Stevens and Miss Georgia G.Putman,

|

M.

Place,

connect

E. Colby, of Graften.
Sept. 10, Mr. H. Wilbur Sargent, of M., and Miss Margie M. Reynolds, of Center Harbor.
Aug. 20, Mr. William R. Sawyer and
Miss Ella F. Camp, both of M. Aug. 11, Mr. Charles
Brown and Mrs. Rebecca Buchanan, both of M.

ROOT RIVER Q. M. will hold its next session with
the Beaver church at Etna, commencing Friday,

OTISFIELD Q.

Temple

Meal,

and Miss Olive E. Blanchard, both of M. Oct.8,
Mr. John F, Bradbury, of Hanover, and Miss Ellen

the Monroe Q. M. Mission Society are requested to
be present.
A. Z. MITCHELL, Clerk.

ELLSWORTH Q M. will be
church, bec, 19-21.

41

Wednee-

A.

and forward, or to right and

and other uses.

Gen. Supt.

William

backward

EH HISTORY,

young, is
and

Specimen

For

MARRIED
Nov.1, Mr.

FLORENCE

Sewing Machine that feeds

MILLS AND BOLTS

In Manchester, Nov. 6, by Rev. N. L. Rowell, Mr.
Job Goostray and Miss Mary F. Swain, both of M.
inson, both of M.

2

. &
MASON & CO,

and Saturdays

days and Fridays for Alton,
in season to
with trains for
Boston and Portland.

Pim-

THE

ONLY

IT IS NOW THE CHEAPEST.
an
Agents Wanted.
Florence, Mass., Nov. 1, 1873,

-

PERRY
iteows5]

Mondays,

old and

sprightly

Price, $1.50.

Address,

Tuesdays, Thursdays

Leave Alton Tuesdays, Thursdays

its next session
The officers of

Dec. 5, at 2 o'clock, P. M.
A full
the churches is requested.
Visiting
be gratefully received,
CHAS.

Subscription
sent free.

!

In Nashoa,"Nov. 5, by Rev. L. W.

Partridge.

to. the

character;

and Saturdays for Tuftonborough, Moultonborough,
Sandwich and Center Sandwich.

JAMES

the

Stories of
¢ Adventure,
Stories of Home and
Letters ‘of Travel,
School Life,
| Editorials upon Current Tales, Poetry,
Topies,
Selections for DeclamaHistorical Articles,
tion,
Biographical Sketches, + Anecdotes, Puzzles,
Religious Articles,
Facts and Incidents.

Nov.5, Mr. Charles F. Hoyt and Mrs. Carrie Hutch-

wife

is adapted

very varied in its
taining.
1t. gives

at 9, A.M.
Boston and

at 9.55, A. M.

Stages

is the

Dr. 1. 1. Hayes,
Louise C. Moulton,
‘“ Sophie May,”
C. A. Stephens,
Ruth Chesterfield,
M. A. Denison.

Edward Eggleston,
Prof. James DeMille,
Louisa M. Alcott,
Rebecca H. Davis,
C. W. Flanders,
S. S.. Robbins,

and-12.30, 3.30, and

10.45, A.Mm.,
8.10, P. M.

PRICES,

for

It is handsomely illustrated, and has for contributors some of the most attractive writers in the countrys, Among these are:

PORTLAND.

A. M.,
P . M.

7
’

SAVED!

REDUCE

and read with interest by the older.
Its purpose i
to interest while it amuscs; to be judicious, practical, sensible; and to have really permanent worth,
while it attracts for the hour.

STAGE CONNECTIONS.

HoNEY CREEK Q.M. will hold its next session
with the Rochester church, commencing
Dec. 5, at
2 o’clock, ».M.
Opening sermon by
Rev. T. C.

for

times the size of Englantt, and in the whole of it
there are only three missionaries. The Bishop
can
is 1,000 miles away from any railroad, and
hear from England only three times a year,

promised, but

DOVER

Portland

Notices and Appointments,

the

a heel
edficational and missionary purposes.
Wednesduy, Dee. 8, is the day set apart for
universal prayer for mi-sions both by the church
of Eogland and the American church,
Bishop Holden (Episcopalian),of Moonsonce,

of which it has been

at 2,
¥

’ 13t40

ig

“

and will hereafter sell their $66 Machine
$45, and other styles in proportion.

FPHE COMPANION aims to be a favorite in every
family—looked for eagerly by the young folks,

4.57, 5.22, and 7.45, P. M.
FOR

twice

left, as the
purehaser hy refer,
It has been
greatly IMPROVED
D SIMPLIFIED,
and is far better than any other machine in
the market.

BAY at 6.35, A. M., and 3.50, p. M.
at 5.50, 7.55, and 10.58, A. M.; and

A train leaves Dover for Farmington,
A train leaves Farmington for Dover,

MN

Diseases

$20

work

1873.

and

which

To meet the urgent demand of the times the
FLORENCE 8
G MACHINE
. have
determined to

* <A WEEKLY PAPERTOR

RAILROAD

for Great Falls. ©

ples and Blotches, VEGETINE 18 tif
great remedy, as it removes from the system
the producing
cause.

Through the exertions of Dr. McGirk, the
Cumberland Presbyterians have received eight

in Venezuela

MAINE

from

Mo.

IH., or St. Lous,

The 5, P.M., train from Boston leaves Dover at 7.45

OF

for a Christmas or

or ba)

York.

/%;OMPANION\

.

most superior manner. Price only $15. Full
licensed
and warranted for five years. We will
pay $1,000 for any machine
that will sew a °
stronger, more beautiful, or more elastic seam
than ours. It makes the ‘‘ Elastic Lock Stitch.”
Every second stitch can be cut, and still the
cloth can not be Jidled apart without tearing it.
We pay Agents from $75 to $250 per mouth,
and

:

St., New

IMPROVED

COMMON SENSE FAMILY SEWING MAThis Machine will stitch, hem, fell,
tuck, quilt, cord, bind, braid and embroider in a

EVERYWHERE,

Chambers

>

ha

precy a. SECOMB
be made,
cay,tMass.
that moun
cago
shu
;
Boston,
.,

TRAINS FOR ALTON BAY.
Leave BOSTON at 8.30, A. M., and 3.30, P. M.
“
PORTLAND at 6.15, A. M., and 3.20, P. M.
“
DOVER at 10.45, A. M., 6.25, P.M.
OTHER TRAINS,
The 7.30, A. M., train from Boston leaves Dover at

than in any previous month,

appropriate

106

:

expenses, or a commission

tf

ALTON BAY 6.35, A.M, and 3.50, P.M.

“

>

COMPANY

SOLD

seen, and

CHINE,

Bailey Washing & Wringing Machine Co.,
dteowds)

griping
in teethor morby caus-

TRAINS FOR BOSTON.
PORTLAND at 6,15, and 9.15, A. M.,
8.30, and 6.00, P. M.
ALTON
DOVER

«

by all dealers, or sent post, paid, on receipt of
seventy-five centg, by West & Lee, Worcester, Mass.

churches will be placed under an interdict. Be
fore the election the deputy mayors of the canton
issued an address denouncing the new law. °

hundred square miles of land

«

ever

male, to introduce the GENUINE

Household.”

smoothness, transpar-

ARRANGEMENT,

Leave BOSTON

with its thirty-two beautiful pictures of birds and
. thirty-two descriptions. Unequaled as agame. A
continued source of enjoyment and inky om Sold

as Liberalism means their rejection, as of right,

the

AND

TRAINS

New Yeai’s present for the children as that new and
splendid card game of Avilude, or Game of Birds,

The. English Church Herald, in a recent article on the Conservative reaction in Europe, de~
clared that * Protestantism means only men’s
setting themselves up against the rulers whom
God has placed over them in religious matters,

which

amount

What so fine and

ness.

against absolutism

It imparts

FALL,

cold-catching

INSURANCE

in nih

I have

3 $75 to $250 per month, ST:

And satisfy yourself that it is the BEST.

:

BOSTON

save one, since July, 1869. This shows the public
appreciation of this strong stock Company.

a package of tracts for daily distribution,

reaction

LIFE

be

lyeow4d

EQUAL!

BABY SYRUP

received.

THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA-—chartered by
Congress—issued in October $1,115,000 of new insur-

Bishop Wiley, in an address to the ** Workers,”
said that the most powerful revival he had ever’
known commenced in a dead church, with one
man (a blacksmith) praying at his forge, and
conversing with those who came to him on busi-

ious

NATIONAL

NO

TRY THE “NOVELTY,”

10.10 for South Berwick Junction.

THE

HAS

¢ Should

44.05

On 50 Lesson Papers, one qua
, Bix cents, paya
ble quarterly or yearly in advance, at the office where

¢
“

Pike’s Toothache Drops cure in 1 minute.

ican.
’
A band of Methodist brethren in Boston has
been organized under the name of Christian
workers.
Over one hundred persons have enrolled themselves to work for Christ.
Each
membeF
is monthly assigned to a particular
place where religious meetings
are held, and re-

Clerk.

session

last

its

on

quently caused not a little uneasiness at the Vat-

Swanville

J. N. ROBERTSON,

, M.—Held

SPAFFORD
the

kept

property of the Roman prelates, in American
banks. The panic in this country has conse-

Chose Cor. Mess.
who were joyfully received.
Montville, Rev. H. Small, Jr.;
as follows i—To
To Unity, Rev. 8. F. Whitten; To Ellsworth,

Belfast

been

0%
00

per hundred.
Postage :—In packages to one address, not weighing over four ounces, one cent, or, three cents a
quarter or twelve cents a year; over four ounces and
not over eight ounces, double this rate, and so on.

Community, thousands of them are serving peremptory injunctions on their Coughs and Catarrhs, in the
shape of daily and nightly doses of Hale's Honey of
Horehound and Tar. The paroxysms are silenced
in forty-eight hours.
Crittenton’s, 7 6th Avenue.
Sold by all Druggists.

were then employed in

IT

Neuralgia

sold by Druggists and Medicine Dealers generally,

LABOR, TIME AND CLOTHES.

LESSON PAPERS.
The’ price of the 8. 8. Lesson
Papers will be one cent each per month, or 75 cents

See Notice.

The

SAVES

and

|§@Prepared by Walter Clarke & Son, Minot, Me., and

AND

Most Durable Wringer.

C. 0. Libsy, Tas,

MILLER’S

Rheumatism

have never known it to failin any case.

ency and rosy freshness to the skin. Cures all eruptions of the face. 1s not injurious. Sold by Druggists, or sent by Mail. Price 50 cents per box.
Address
MILLER BROS.
26t39
113 Maiden Lane, N.Y.

th borders, at half value.

OF INJUNCTIONS.

i

the complexion.

been

Antonelli, together with a portion of the private

good. There
meeting interesting; preaching
were a numbekof ministers from other Q. M’s,

the

THOUSANDS

F

»

have known it to cure’ some of the worst cases of

Simplest, Strongest, Easiest Working

$465,
Treas,

MADAME DE ROSSA’S
ANTHEO
is the best preparation mm the world for beautifying

Hrussels at 125 cents.

REG!STERS for 1874 now published.

The Gazzetta d@ Italia states that a large part
of the money received by the Pope as *“ Peter's

PROSPECT Q. M,—Held its Sept. session with
an interesting
1st Monroe church. -Had
the
on was done in harmony; social
; business
sessi

Rev. W. 8. Ginn.
Dee. session with

as

have

Mr. Clarke’s Rheumatic Elixir, very extensively, and

cents per bottle.

ngton street, Boston,
Next building to Adams House.

3t46

last century, in order to apply the same meas-

ures to JSwitzerland
France.

pence” has

The report of

Carpets

:

Mr. Z. J. Frank, Poland, Me., says: I bave sold

\l

1350

ntly cure sour stomach, dysentory,
in the bowels, wind colic, &o.
Gives relief
ing Pleasantto take, Contains no opium
e.
Relleves
your
child
by
por
not
Pp
mg it to sleep

The sale of these
Carpets at these low panic prices
will be confined to cAsh only.
NEW ENGNAND CARPET Co.,

acknowledges

REV. E. ALLEN and wife are grateful for a
donation valued at $33.00, from friends in Dixmont, Ma, and Yicinity, of which $26.50 was
cash.

¥ ha

In 1857 a plan was de-

a donation visit from his people at Wells, Me.,
with a money present to the amount of $129.15.

gratefully

KEEP

The Panic has Done

of

Le

MOTHERS, READ THIS!

il Cloths very much under
Brussels Carpets and
usual prices.
11s Oil Carpets, 20 cents.
One invoice of 200
Also the usual ste tk found in a first-class Carpet
Store—all selling at
ghe same low rate.

The Pope, says the Journal de Florence, is
studying the archives of the Pontificate of Pius

Rev. H. 8. MORGAN

(ka

Best English Tapestry
Second quality do. a
160 Drugget Squares,

veloped in Philadelphia that worked excellently.
The city was divided into districts, and leading
men and women were appointed committees to
visit every house in each district, and afford relief where needed.
The committee only knew
where the relief was applied.

ly buptized a person in his 89th year and admitted him to the First Alexander church in

invoices

twelve years, was cured by a few bottles of Clarke’s
Rheumatic Elixir.
:

| Special Notices.

One invoice of 44 rolls at 50 cents.
One invoice of 175 rolls
Printed Carpets at 25 cts.

The opportunities will be.many this winter
for the exercise of unobirusive benevolenee.
Public charity will fail to reach the very class

#4

large

>

R. DEERENG,

Dover, N. H.

sent over to us from the manufacturers to be closed
out for cash at less than cost of production.
100 rolls of the celebrated Quaker Wool Carpets at
75 cents, never before sold for less than $I.
One invoice of 63 rolls Two-Ply at 62} cents.

Woe made at nearly 1,100 places of worship,
nd

BeNJ. PENNEY, JR.

Several

\

u
§ K.R.R,

Gardiner, Me., sufféred from Sciatica more than

Hh

g

en-

te

Mr. Hopkins, baggage masteronthe >.

Foreign Mission.

question it was not recommended.
CARPETS FOR THE PEOPLE!

Mrs C

J E Rand, Steep Falls, Me, per J M Bailey,
Pr M
H
“
0,
Kewanee, Il1,
per O D Pateh,
Wheelock
QM, Vt, per E C Smatley,
Anoka & Champlin, Minn, per CL, Russell,
Lowell. Mass, per L G Howe,
Wells, Me,
per H 8 Morgan,
Falls, Me, per A Libby,
Mechanic

J
it!

som,

H Fogg, C T Brown, L Bar- 1000
i

Nov, 12,1873,

receipts were $15,650. As to the appointment of.
a missionary bishop for them, it was so grave a

We presume
now * await-

the joints. Seven months he was helpless; unable

£0.00

tirely cured him.

Coffin, Mrs L W Coffin,

CA TR

~

in the year preceding.

séverely

from Rheumatism, with swelling and inflammation of
to do anything ; by advice of Rev. J. Fuller, he tried

Eighty one persons, L.00 each,

the Commission to the colored people showed its

await

ud

H

ditional assistance. The report of the Foreign
Committee informed the board that its receipts
for the last year were $114,000; being $3,400
more than

i

Mr. Knowles, of Brunswick, Me., suffered

85,30

)
each,
E Frost,
Rev 3

A

y

E

ea

$67,771.19; it concluded with an appeal for ad-

encamped

W

D Tarbox, Dr Edascom, R C Stanley,
E A Litchfield,J A Ho
Littlefield,
W' Eaton, J F = |
Lock, W
Ir
o% D Whitak
J
v
G Howe, BB Aldrich, Mr Merrill, MVeazio, G
'W Curtis,,Rev M Field, 2.00 each,
M,

of the Indian Commission showed that there had
been contributed.to this branch of the work,

The Committee of the Metropolitan Hospital
Sunday Fund have issued a. report showing that
the entire amount received by them up to Sept.
4th, from all. sources, was £27,700, Collections

for the prayers of God's people.

Rev. H. J. CARR

been

miscarried they were then to disperse and

asked

Ministers and Churches.

Hitchcock, of St.

house Point, waiting the summons -to * go up.”
Friday was to have been the end of all things,
and of their departure, and if their calculations

ordi-

have

ing’ from Solatica, was entirely dured by Clarke's
Rheumatic Elixir.

H Corville, CF Goss, R F Foss, Anson Q M3.

U board begin their new year with a balance of
$13,487.47,
During the year 231 missionaries
had been employed in thirty-six states and territories; 214 are now in the field. The report

on Terry Island in the Connecticut, near Ware-

(Nov. 9)

men followed the Saviourin the

W.

A company of Millerites have

few weeks, ninety-nine have been added to
the church, and others are expecting to
unite soon. At the present time some are
seeking the Saviour, and our social meetings give evidence that the revival spirit is
still with us.
A. A. SMITH,

nance of baptist,

Rev. H.

Herse'

Coombs, J Colby,
ker, 5.00 ench,

twenty-five

one_thousand "pu-

The receipts of the Protestant Epiécopal Board
of Missions. for 1872 were $173,264.69. *The

Stephen’s church, on account of Ritualistig practices.
:

; the true spirit of earnest Christian devotion.
During my pastorate of three years and a

twp

Turner, Hebron, Me., after years of intense suffer

9.06

, for Houlton eh.LT Booth-

8 F

A W Reed, J

rill, Mr#®

sionary Bociety, that if the same proportion
were maintained in Great Britain, there would
be but sixteen ministers for all of England,
eight for Scotland, four for Ireland, and two for
Wales.
'
:
.

The Archbishop of Canterbury has catceled

give for the cause of Christ. Our Sabbath
school is large and prosperous, and led by
- a corps of officers and teachers that possess

is reviving

matism. Read the following evidence: Mt. E. G.

Clarke’s Rheumatic Elixir, two bottles of which

An idea of the scarcity of foreign missionaries
in India may be gained from the estimute of (he
Rev. Thomas Evans, of the London Baptist M

church of that town.
the license of the

Mariner,

Itsounds strangely to talk of mission work

ministers to » church.

Marlboro’
Methodist

R Files,

J W Perkins, A K P Knowlton,

In the Presbyterian Synod of New York there
and 832 ministers and 166 churches—just two

politico-religious conspiracy has been

Norton, Mass., and the Unitarians of
are permitted to hold services in the

into the church

Lord

proposes to fight it out o

the Government has been obliged to order the
arrest of a number of the Roman Catholic ctergy.
i
A lady recently officiated as deacon in the
communion seryice at the Unitgrian church in

ceived by baptism one month before. , This
is the fruit, in part, of a precious! work of

altogether

in Jerusulem,

discovered in the Russian diocese of Chelm, and

Twelve were re-

Last Sabbath

pils.

a

If I can not do it in Lee avenue church,

vast

hag

Protestant schools and” about

I will do it some where else.”

PORTLAND, ME.
Last Sabbath (Nov. 9)
six were received into our church by bap-

The

VELTY

Jerusalem, the Christian school, established

scholars, « Palestine

matter how long. *‘ If,”
he says, ‘‘I can not preach this doctrine in the
Baptist church, I will preach it outside of that

services of Mr. Fowler, which they can do
by addressing him at Rochester Village,

in Clifton.

:

Rev M H

Col g

in 1817 with but nine members, has multiplied
into five schools, with upward of one hundred

York declines a

callto Boston,

the

many precious souls. Three members of a grand good thing.
my family have been brought to Jesus.
Rev. J. Hyatt Smith
Our charches will do well to secure the that line if it takes—no

CuirtoN, ME.

CLARK'S RHEUMATIC ELIXIN cures the

FOR THE

Treas.
3

Thos Wilds, $2; Cash, 50; Ch, Dexter, 7.1
TE
mn aa: 200: Cl & Lhdion,896;
Buxton, 14.30,

Mountain University” at Denver, as their centennial offering to the cause of education,

Crosby “says of the Evangelical
power of God displayed in the salvation ot Jc angeHowand
that it ¢¢ is, after all, but a jury-mast—

work

fae

For Maine F. B. H. M. Society.

So the extreme East will be brought in-

to daily communication with the West.

Next session with the Fremont church, Jan,
16-18,
GEO. H. HOWARD, Clerk.

this work, and God is with him. I have
attended at leag-one hundred meetings

gathered

4:

pEsnpe

T. McElroy
was to protract the meeting.

Mr, Fowler is a man expressly called to

Bi Jus uot been:

ASK

48
al

‘SILAS CURTIS,

Concord, N. H,

ed in the projected ruilway from London to €al-

evidence that God was among the people.

tism and four'by letter.

19, 1878.

England, Turkey, Persia, and India, have unit-

wildfire or extravagances, The preaching, the wrestling B prayer and, above all,
the power of the Ho! y Ghost have been the

‘

GRICE Yio mis,
Morlock § vi, per Burgin, "

nce of the late

sion over the need ef more bishops for the territories,
:

question, What must I do to be saved?
There has been no particular excitement,

N. H.

NOVEMBER

The meeting in New Xorkof the Board of Mis- |.

He

times afterithe meetings have closed a
large numbigr have remained to ask the

with him of late, ‘and have witnessed

STAR.

2 ZEESS

quested prayers for themselves, and
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By GEO. F. ROOT.

The latest and best
Organs,

Instruction

Book

for Cabineg

Specimen copy, by mail, $2.50,

SCHOOL OF SINGING,
By

02t23

i874 The Register. 1874

F.

W.

ROOT.

A Book intended ta clear away all Mystery
the Art of Singing, Specimen copy, by mail,

from
$3.00

Good Teachers will remember the *¢ GLORY,” b
HE Register, for 1874 ia now but of press, and
| f will be r» y for delivery as fast as they can
ALMER.
be bound, af this aMee~Price, by mail, post. | _ For sale by Book and Music: Dealers everywhere,
paid, single sop , 10-cents ; dozen copies, $1.10;
Published by,
00 copies, $8.18,

At the

dozen copies, 9 cents;
orders to this office,

office.

or

by

express,

10) copies, $7.00.—Send the

gro. ¥. BOOT. The SONG: KING," by if. K.
:

"JOHN CHURCH & €O.,

1785
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THE MORNING STAR. NOVEMBER 19, 1873.
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Poetry.

we want

preachers of the Gospel, and

the

just as much as you have.

Here you can invest and the prin-

means,

«Scatter Roses.

in the early twilight of an Autumn day, and pluckmany years
ed a. boquet, from beds I had arranged

= 4
Lrg

ago, musing upon
flowers.

{

the

work

beautiful
Sh

of planting.

For the swif} returning feet,
G1 zing through the misty distance
Dear familiar forms to greet;
So from out the weary present
Fancy often fondly strays,
And we live amid the sunshine
Of the joy of other days.

—

ce

gee

T am
To
And
Is
I am

wi

And thel

1s the
Ee

.

island,

‘Woods and fields in fairest verdure,
Birds their sweetest carols sing;
I can hear a gentle whisper,

And Lgive it careful heed :—
“Ont
ril’s inviting bosom,
Scatter now the precious seed.”
Soon the morning dreams are over}

“And I hasten to obey,

8

For the truest inspiration
Stirreth at the dawn of day ;
Ere the burning sun mounts upward,
To his palace in the sky,
‘While the gentle touch of slumber
Presses many a weary eye;
‘While the fields with dew are shining,
Ere the lark hath ceased his song,

bE
Jd

There are many precious flowers
On the waiting farrow

thrown.

1 am sailing down the river,
From that dear enchanted spot,
But the memory of that springtime,—
It can neverbe forgot.
1 am sailing down the river
To a low and sweet refrain,

¥

.

And

L. WYMAN.

The cruel, pitiless Fates.
The soft, warm rain on the low grave fell,—
The rain of God’s dear love,
And the sun sent down its golden rays

“Through all the long and weary days;
For the pitying One above,
He blessed my buried hope.
There are pure white Blossoms reaching up
From that little nameless grave;

Their names are Patience, Faith, and Trust, ,
dust

Sweet blossoms, pure and white!
Their fragrance fills my heart with peace,
And so it prays-and waits;
And the Fates, which were so harsh and stern,

1 have found that the love of God can turn
Into kind and merciful Fates,—
Ay, kind and merciful Fates!
Mount Vernon, N. H.

The Family Circle,
B

A

Sure

Way.

——

A very peculiar mun was old Closem.
All of his life he had been to the house eof

4
31

:

t

God on the Sabbath.

Very few men’ ever

got so much preaching for so little money.
He had been a home man,

!

!

-

a!

.

ing it to the Lord, for the
fellow-men, for whom Ch

Beneath the silent mold—

And their roots lie deep in the hallowed
Per which the willows wave,—

if I had

¢ Yes; but what have you told it for?”
‘ Don’t you see? To take away the last
excuse that you can make for not setting
apart some share of your income and giv-

A grave so dark and cold!
And they laid my pet, of my life a part,
The darling child of my too fond heart,

\

piles

I believe that any man who will make

story.”

———
The Fates they made a cold dark grave—

wn

great

the trial will find it so.” ”
¢¢ Now, Mr. Closem, you have heard my

Parca.

.

a

to be careful and economical that my. ninetenths go far beyond what the whole would.

‘With his sunshine and his rain.

=

I met

him

unaware,

tween

the

runner

and

As

he

fell,

he

Harper & Brothers.

shouted

to sing, and nobody

precipitated

at all, the

else knows the tune.

and most

but

sidling

If they had

load

would

obedient’ of

Mauritius, going

Started

have

upon his ‘head;

been

like

all

it is its own song, and not nine; and the

good oxen, they minded what was said to

wood-pigeon,is cooing up there, but it does
not say what I'say. Iam telling you that
the leaves are falling, and flowers ave ‘fading, the summer is passing, and though it
is rathewmelancholy—I don’t deny that—
yet it is not death—it is only change. Nothing goes back in this world, it is going forward, it will come again brighter than before. The leaves fall: but they only make

them, and halted with the toppling logs
ready to roll off at the first movement.
But, though they might stand there all the

mind in the

maker, pulled at his shirt sleeves,

—

always at work,

benefit of your
ist died.
Give,

poor, and after many
small dwelling, and

hardships

erected

a

g¢leared a few

acres

of

land, but they were Mi the - wilderness—ten
miles from neighbors.
A few weeks ago
the father and mother left their family, con-

sisting of a girl aged twelve years, one
aged nine years,

and

two

other

aged respectively three years

children,

and

thirteen

the parents

had

‘hours, the house took

been
fire,

and

gone
the

the

dog’s

conduct;

then

owner

was

making

quite a party on the
sleighs and some on foot.

LirTLE WoMAx: A Story for other litle
women. By Ella Farman, 8
Publishers,

nme
ete. 16mo. (Ay 105,
GRANDMA CrosBY’S HOUSEHOLD.' Same ‘author and Publishers, 16mo. pp. 215.
i
Three good books. Mrs. Porter always writes
with a -brain and a purpose. Inthe best sense,

narrow but interest.

her books are sure to be intellectually and mor-

and mental

to platitudes in her fear of speaking out a thought

and exalt only what is worthy and true. Millie.

Lec illustrates what we have said. It pictures the
bygone life of New England in a happy way, giv-

crimination and great accuracy and animation.
The general appearance of the island is sketched,

ing ue its higher and lower qualities,its quaintness
and its conservatism, its solidity and its godliness,

and then almost every specific feature is exhibit
ed,~in the tities and in the country, in the street

and shows how
life,~the richest
—may develop
tudes must toil
book; but is an

and the home, in thie gardens and the churches,
in the marts of trade and the’ gatherings for sc=
cial festivity.

The history of the island is epito-

mized for us; its geography, its civil government

and dependencies, its military
rious

industries, its

resources, its va-

commerce,

that may be taken as a higher compliment.

its educational

The other two volumes mentioned are the first
installments of * The Allie-Bird Series,” and

policy, methods and institutions, its geology and
botany ,~=all these are set forth with great pains.

they are happily conceived

taking, as though accuracy and completeness of
statement must on no account be sacrificed, and

They

times, and

to ber. work of portraiture

and form

here and

sy

®

THE EARLY YEARS br CHRISTIANITY,
DePressense, D. D., author of * Jesus

By E.
Christ:

trine. New York: Nelson & Phillips.
D. Lothrop & Co. 12mo. pp. 479.

Sold by

MEMENTOS

OF REV.

and

Translated by
Christian Doc~

EDWARD

Embracing a Sketch of
and Selections from his
win L. Janes, author of
torian,” &e. With an
Sprague, D. D., LL.D.
19mo. pp. 61.

consecutive

several

phases

of the spiritual life and history of the Church
during the first three Christian centuries, We

lady was overtaken, she was picked up and
conveyed along.
p

insensible now, just where he had fallen.—

or impertinent

moralizing.

The

Eliot's
Hannah
besides
peared

Spanish Gypsy, from productions of
More, Henry Ware, 8S. H. Winkley, &c.,"
using material that has never before apin print. The result is a volame which,

while
likely

possessing no
extraordinary merits, is
to prove acceptable and entertaining in

more or less circles where woung minds erave
both exhilaration and easily digested mkt.
CHILD LIFE IN PROSE. Edited by
leaf Whittier. Illustrated. James

Co. 1874. 12mo. pp. 801.
& Co.
.

Sold by

E.J.

Lane

TROTTY'S WEDDING TOUR, AND STORY-BOOK.
n Elizabeth Stuart Phelps.
With numerous
iflustrations. Same Publishers, &o. 1874, 16mo.

during those early periods.

ON

The suthor first un-

pp. 224
THE

*

John GreenR., Osgood &

have here a presentation of the interior development of the Church, and the history of the true
and fulse doctrines which took definite shape

stood the pa- "folds to us the Gnosticism which figured so con-

oldest

preaching

selections trom Scott's Lady of the Lake, George

PAYSON, D. D.

with

akin to ge-

of a more poetic and fanciful form in books prepared for the use of schodls.” Hence, she makes

his Life and Character,
Works.
By Rev. Ed* Wesley his own HisIntroduction by W B.
Same Publishers, &e.

series, dealing

are

POETICAL DRAMAS FOR HOME AND SCHOOL. By
Mary L. Cobb. Boston: Lee & Shepard. 1873.
16mo. pp. 189. Sold by E. J. Lane & Co.
The compiler of this volume seeks. to meet
what she supposes is a demand for *
dialogues

This new volume by ®Pressense is the third in a

there

that

welcomed and with a large expectation,

will commend itself

His Times, Life, and Work.’
Annie Harwood, Heresy and

and the young

remaining members of the series will be heartily

as one of the most valuable and entertaining of
the many worthy and attractive publications of
its class which this House has distinguished itself

in sending out.

N

young people, of

nius, and promise no little for the future, They
are living, breezy, wholesome, practical books,
that teach the best life-lessons without any pro-

thefe no little light is thrown upon the social
customs, the religious faith, the rites and ceremonies which embody the people’s ideas of worship, &ec., &e. It is a very excellent volume, and

in both substance

and admirably done.

with a few

author has put a freshness, vivacity and skill in-

work also gives au account of visits to other
and smaller islands in the vicinity, whieh the an-

at different

deal chiefly

whom Kinnie and Allie are chief;

as if to illustrate the maxim that whatever is
worth doing at all is worth doing well. The
thor explored

a fine character and a beautiful
products that a soul ever. ylelds,
inthe spheres where the muitiand tarry. Itis not a brilliant
interesting and a good one, and

+

AMAZONS;

or,

The

Cruise

of

* The

Rambler.” As recorded by Wash. ‘Edited by
C. A. Stephens. INlastrated. Same Publishers,
&e. 1871. pp. 268.
f

spicuously ; then sets forth the Manichwism that
followed it; exhibits the Judaizing heresies that
marked the second and third centuries; and aft-

LucY MARIA. By Mrs. Abby
Morton Diaz, author of “ The William
Henry
Letters,” &c.
With Illustrations. Same Publishers, &c. 1874.
16mo. pp. 396,
.

erward unfolds Motanism, the first type of Uni-

‘tarianism, and epitomizes an
‘account of the
give, my dear sir. God is able to make it ;girl immediately rushed to the roof with - Dumb Animals.
Apocryphal literature that abounded at this earDoiNG His Best. By J. T. Trowbridge,
author of * Jack Hazard and his Fortunes” ete.
ly period. In the second part of the volume,
up in giving you more wheat, more stock, water, but not being able to remove the
shingles,
she
could
do
nothing
to
stay
the
Same
Publishers,
&c.
1878.
16mo.
pp.
3M.
which treats of the Development of Christian
Jesus and the Young.
less sickness in your family, more years to
We have here a lop of juveniles that embody
flames, which gained Hapidly, spreading on
‘¥ Doctrine, we have the Dogmaties of the Grecoyour life, more respect of your fellow-men,
no small amount of live brain and trained musAsiatic school,with interesting sketches of its lead.
the
inside
of
the
roof,
until,
bursting
Myra,
Susie,
Mr.
Worth
and
Uncle
will
nce,
more peace of conscie
and a higher
cle. Genius and art have both had active bands
ing representatives, of the Alexandrine School,
through, they drove her from her work.
had entered the room, but we had not be- the Greco-Roman, and the school of Carthage. in the ‘business of fashioning these books, and
hope of heaven.”
She then turned her attention to saving gun our lesson, as Mrs. Worth was expectMr. Closem said not a word. He turned
Such personages and thinkers as Justin Martyr, they have wrought attractively and worthily.
her
brothers
and
sisters.
Coming
to
the
The charming Volume issued a yéar ago under
Athenagoras, Clement, Origin, Gregory Thaued.
The
children
were
in
the
window,
and left me, looking sober and thoughtful.
Mr. Whittier's ajspices, which set forth Child
door of the building, she found that the earnestly talking together.
maturgus, Dionysius, Irenseus, Tertullian, CypriWere he a young man I should haye great
eagerly welcomed and so
child next to her own age bad got out of
an, &e., are brought forward and dealt with in a Life in poetry, w
““ Ong of the girls asked me at school,”
hopes that he would see that this is a sure
t it is not strange to find him
the house, bringing the baby with her; but said Nina, *“ if I had any rich and noble most discriminating and intelligent way, so that gratefully pri
almost compellef
to do the same thing in subway of using the means ‘to be rich. Will
the little three-year old had crouched under relatives; and I said, Yes; the Lord Jesus we know them as men and comprehend them as stance this year.
The second wogk, if possible,
young men note this, and act upon the hint
exponents of the several systems which they
a shaving horse in the further corner of the Christ is my elder brother. What a strong
represent.—The work is written in Dr, Pres- surpasses the first, whether considered in regrowing out of my story ?—Rev. Dy. Todd.
room.
There being no chamber-floor, the and loving brother he is to us I”
spect to the contents or the mechanical excellensense’s usual fervid, philosophical and scholarly
‘|'ees.
Nearly forty of our most attractive. authors
fire was dropping from the burning roof bestyle, which makes him especially the teacher of
“ Ifhe were to come into this room,”
The Robin’s Sermon.
tween the child and the door; and when said Mona, ‘‘ I wouldn’t run away, but I cultivated thinkers rather than the writer for are drawn on for a contribution to the volume,
asked to come out, it refused to do so, say- would put my arms around his .neck and the masses. His work has a classical and some" and they are made to repeat here their very
what stately quality in the origional French edi- choicest utterances. Then we have epitomized
It was autumn. A faint tinge of red was ing, “I am safe here; the fire don’t drop kiss him.”
accounts which a number of eminent people give
tion,
and the translator has not very much Saxhere.”
The:
brave
girl
hesitated
only
a
just ereeping over the tregs; on the gray
“ And I'll tell you,” said Nina, with a onized it by putting it into Knglish. But it is the us of their own childhood, beginning with Hans
rock which rose up straight and tall from moment, butzrushing through the falling
happy face, ‘ what I think he would say, product of wide reading, careful study and dis- Christian Andersen and ending with Charles
amongst them were patches of erimson and embers, brought the little one to a safe to me. He would not say, * Take the child; criminating thought,and so bas a high and a per- Dickens. The Illustrations are well done, and
the whole make-up of the book is such as to furbrown and yellow, mixed avith the deep, place, both having their clothes somewhat
away,’ as Uncle Ned does; but he would manent value,
nish something especially choice for the little
The volume meant to give us a condensed bidark green of theivy. Not that the autumn burnt.
ig
.
smile, and say, ‘* Why, Nina! Are you ography, a photograph of the religious character, people as the Holidays come on.
had had any hand in painting these; they
But now comes the hardest part of the
Miss Phelps’s Trotty Book appears io a form
and samples of the varied teachingof Payson, is
had been there for a hundred years, sum- task before her. Scantily clothed, and with here?”
similar
to that of Child Life, though without the
don’t think he would notice such one of those things which are chiefly made up by
mer and winter all the same. I doubt if ‘1 no food, she took the babe in her arms, and “You
a free use of the scissors, and in this case they gilt on the outside and with fewer illustrations,
little
folks
as
we
are,”
said’
Lizzie
Brown,
But the! contents are such as not many writers
they had ever been young, those lichen ‘with the other children started on the trail
who had been invited in from one of the have been fairly well handied, so as to give us an for the young know how to supply. und they instains—I doubt if they would ever grow for .the_ settlement.
After going a few
acceptable and pretty
adequate product. The
neighbor's. * He wouldn't trouble himself sketch of his life and character is brief und not clude about equal proportions of merriment and
old, because lichens don’t grow as you or 1 miles, she encountered a rapid stream,
uphin ion
to talk tous, and save us, would he?”
very critical,but it seems to be substantidlly just. seriousness, wit and wisdom.
do.
swollen by the spring rains; so that, in
On the Amazons is another installment of the
«Oh,
that's
just
what
he’s
for,”
said
The
remainder
is
filled
with
brief
extracts
chiefly
The Rock did not frown ; it did not hang fording it, the water came up to her armCamping Qut Beries, just as suggestive, instructhis published sermons, following no reguover; it only stood there as proud and stiff pits. She first carried the babe across, and Nina. ¢ Once when he was on earth, Pe- from
jolly and taking as any of its predecessors.
ter thought just as you do.
When the lar course of thought, but evidently selected so ive,
It is only needful to announce the issue of this
as if it had never bent its back a bit, and then the little three-year old, and; lastly,
as
to
make
the
work
of
compilation
and
arrangemothers brought the little ones to Jesus,
book to send the orders in to the publishers in a
pever meant to do it, either.
But it manhalf led and half carried her next youngest
Peter tried to keep them. back, for he ment as light as possible. The man’s rare ear- troop, and set hosts of boys clapping their hands.
aged somehow 10 look down at the fading sister through the water to the other bank.
Whoever has read the William Henry Letters,
thought Jesus was too busy talking to the nestness and fervor of spirit, his profound and

:

bud

always saving, alway! laying up money.
He had a sort of intuitive knowledge that
the man whom he saw in the pulpit with leayes below, and at the river at its base | Three tinies during the remainder of the day
his minister on Sabbath morning must be rushing on, not one drop the same as ye
she
struggled across the swollen streams in
after money for some good object, and so terday, away, away, to the far-off sea; with
er way until night set in, the deep forest
he buttoned up his coat at once, and no a sort of sorrowful compassion for things so surrounding her,
Cold, wet and hungry,
eloquence could unbutton it. Some neigh- different from itself.
she sought
a place to camp, and by good
/
bor reported that he was once known to| “What ages I have stood here,” it said, fortune found an old camp, left by the Ingive away a quarter, but that was so long| “and yet I don't change as they do; I am dians, upon which about one-half of the
ago, and so lacking in the confirmation, afr;
firm and solid,
doa without a minding of de- roof still remigined. Under ghis she placed
that nobody believed it.
her little flock, and then, ‘collected pine
Just as the old year was going out and
Nobedy answered: it wasull silent, ex- boughs, and made a rude bed. Placing
the new one coming in, I met Mr. Closem cept the gurgling of the river, and that the little ane in the middle, the, leroic girl
in the road, looking over the wall at a fine- seemed only part of the stillness.
stripped off her dress, and spread it over
them with
looking field of wheat belonging to bhimHowever, what should spring up but a the children, then covered
self. There was a glow on his face which little Robin! a pert, jaunty-looking Robin; boughs tb keep them from the chilly night
seemed fo say, ‘“ Ab! ‘sir, that crop will sand he stuék his head on one side, and be- air, and sat down beside them to watch
bring me many dollars next year!” ’
' | gan to sing just as if he was among his them through that long cold night, com“ Well, Mr. Closem, you have got a fine equals down in the wood or shrubbery, in- forting the little one ‘when it cried, and
field of wheat, to be sure !”
:
stead of in the presence of this stern and speaking words of cheer to the older ones.
¢ Yes, sir; and it’s not the first I have ancient and most respectable old Rock.
Thetlong, dreary hours of night dragged
raised, I assure you. My land gives me
“Be quiet, Robin,” said the Rock, ‘“‘you’ slowly by, and at the first peep of day she
grand crops of wheat. My barns are more disturb my medifations—you, a young up- resumed her toilsome march, and had nearthan full of the erops of last summer.”
start, a creature here ‘to-day and gone to- ly reached the first settler when she met
+ What are yon going to do with it morrow, and I with all my years and digni- her parents returning. An older and wiser
all”
:
ty ; and yet you presume to sing one of your head might have found an easier way out of
+ Do? Why, sell it, to be sure.”
idle, frivolous songs béfore me! It is most the dilemma, but we feel certain that no
“And what will you do with the mon- unfitting, and I beg you will be gone.”
one could have acted braver, or have eney?
The Robin was silent & minute, with a dured more, than the little daughter of
4 Why, there's a new trouble. It is thoughtful look in his eye; but robins are Thomas Velfe,.— Wisconsin River Pilot.
difficultto know how to invest it so as to not easily abashed,and 1 can’t fancy one left

older people to notie the Jittle ones.

But

Jesus said, Don’t keep them away from me,

for 1 have such little friends in heaven.
we

children: die,

wé

can

If

say, ‘ God take

me,’ justas we say, ‘ Mother, take me,’
and he will take us like lambs to his bosom.”

« Nobody,” said Mona, following Nina's

little

sermon

with

an

exhortation;

‘“ No-

bodyis too small for God to take care of.
See those Wittle fire-flies that he sends to
light the little frogs to bed.”

We had been

silently listening, unnotics

ed by the children.
;
A
Uncle Will spoke at length:
“We have
seen an exposition of the lesson in the most

“ Perfectly so."

vital Christian experience,
unction and his
masterly heart-force are as well set forth by these
flaming and pungent paragraphs as they could
well be by means of silent words of the leaves
of a book,
Only by coming in direct and
eontact with such a man_can one truly
hend and realize the inasterly spiritual
with which he is charged, and by the

which he sways

other natures

at his will.

National Gallery, ‘Christ, teaching

| son of humility.)

In the

in the

the les-

midst of the dis-

ciples there is a little child on its mother's

Doifig

his Best is a story that Mr. Trowbridge

types take up the message and fling it across con-

covetable a popularity in his own department.
Tt has been very welcome as it has appeared by
piecemeal ; it will be read with much greater sat-

ought

Worth,

up to her from

ness and whose form is a laughter that breaks into hand-cluppings and hurrahs, She is sure to
be voted
** just splendid.”
hd
bis

has been carrying as a serial through ong of our
that have combined to give him so wide and so

& Co. 1873. 12mo. pp. 319.
The great preachers get a wide hearing nowadays, for, after the voice has ended its work, the

women,

said Mr.

Mrs. Diaz may

juvenile magazines, and into which ‘he has put
the best of those qualities of his mind ‘and heart

as prepared

me,”

Willlam

CHURCH LIFE: Sermons preached in the Presbyterian Memorial Chureh, Madison Avenue,
ew York.
Embracing
Nos. 1 to 26, from
January to July, 1878.
By the pastor, Charles
S. Robson,D. D, New York: A. S. Barnes

sermon,

“And it reminds

Henry, and

hear a tempest of thanks coming

hundreds of juvenile circles, whose spirit is glad-

volume will answer nearly every important end
which three or four massive octavos would serve.

1 saw on the wall'in the Deaconness House,’
at Munich, which seemed to be also on the

‘of the picture I saw at Edinburgh,

sfter than

This

tinents and seas, Dr. Robinson is hy no means
one of the least deserving of the larger audience,

faces of the ‘Sisters ;’ ‘Ye have received the
child-like
spirit whereby ye cry, Abba,
dear Father,’”
{

&c., will need to know nothing more than the
fact that the author of those unique and admirable embodiments of wit’ and humor re-appears
here in the old role, with all. the flavor of other
days, and something added by time and experience. Lucy Maria will not be less fuméus here-

living
appre~
power
use of

living form: This scene teaches us to become in faith and trust like little children ;
for, ‘of the children are the kingdom of
heaven.’ It reflinds me of that inscription

knee, on whose head is the blessed touch
:have it safe, and yet yield a good dividend. without a word to say for himself, can you?
!
| of Christ's hand as he says, ‘Except ye beEnsign Jackman’s Dog.
>
I must have both.”
So he very soon began again.
come as little children, ye can in no wise
—
E—
©
#1 can tell you, sir, where you can do
enter the kingdom of heaven.’ ”
)
“I did not mean to interfere with you, I
Ensign Jackman was an old Vermont
he Pharisees's faces frown under the
in”
am sure ; but it seemed so grim and solemn
who have
4 J doubt
it; but let us hear. Will the up there, I thought may be you would like farmer. He had a good dog, that for some rebuke. The eyes of the disciples,
been
disputing
who
shall
be
greatest,
are
reason
bore
half
of
his
own
name,
being
money be safe”
a little something cheerful. And besides,
cast down with shame, and the boys who
plain
Jack
;
and
it
wonld
be
no.
reflection
the world is made up cof small things as
are near and the Marys are .Jooking upon
¢ And the interest good and sare P”
well de great ones, and I suppose there's on the old man’s sense if we should say the - Sur with faces radiant with hope apd
| creature knew half as much, as he did. oy.
:
_ * Yes, without fail.”
room in it for robins as well as rocks,”
réat. ~ The
Gentleness is to make us
“Well, tell ns at once all about it.”
“Of course there is,” returned the Rock, Jackman once owed his life to Jack ; and it child-like
greatest in
Christian
is
to
be
the
+
Ladvise youto invest a part in’ Chia.” grafily, “that’s just what I say; and fo as all came about by his taking him with him the kingdom of heaven. .
to
his
wood-lot,
which
was
a
good
way
disLh
jr.
;
there’s plenty of space, you need not come
The children were singing in the wine are having the whole of that here 1ight under me. Be off and mind tant from his house. Almost every day ‘dow, as Mr. Worth closed his remark,—
during the winter the farmer and his dog
your own business.”
“1 think When I read that sweet story of old,”
«And that's just what I'am doing,” said | went off togethér, always returning safely and we thanked Godit was the old story,
the Robin, “I don't cover so much ground with the great léads of wood, until one ever new in the experiences of hundreds of
as you do, certainly ; but then, though my afternoon, as they were jogging homeward, children, brought to the love of Christ.
self-denying
young,
of
score
sendout'’a

i

A

terms und a slip-shod style, but with careful dis-

a few

Boston:
Boston;
D.

Lotnron
& 0% Tomo pp 0

presume he was
a public officer ;
and a close stuto, his eye and

that may chance to disturb somebody’s dea of
the proprieties. Her stories embody actual lite

way, some in
When the old

Jack led the way. . There

Mir.Lie Lek. By Mrs.
E, A. Porter.

upon his duties at

His book proves that he studied to some purpose.
He tells us of ‘almost everything that
came within the range of his life, not in general

a

purchases,

drove on after Jack.
Men came out along the road until

y

ally wholesome, She never plays to the pit for
the sake of applause, nor does she keep herself

horse and sleigh which stood waiting while
the

heart,

stagnation.

ran

borrowed

comparatively

the danger of monotony

to the door, whining.
The man put on his
coat and followed. At the grocery store,
next door, he stopped long enough to tell
of

it offers pasd into mind and

aspects of nature and the featares of life around
him by the very narrowness of his sphere and

tient oxen in their tracks; they had not
lifted so much as one of their feet in all that
time. And there lay the Ensign, quite

‘months, on a trip to the settlement to get a
cow, and bring in some potatoes to plant.

After

and

into his hands,and by baving the stimulus which

bp. 507.

ing world in the midst of which he found himself. He says he was partly forced to study the

afternoon, as probably they would, when
night drew near they would go home. Be-

Brave Little Wisconsin Gif.

out to enter

that point in the year 1866. We
active, intelligent and faithful as
he certainly wus a keen observer
ident of whatever offered itself

but, trained

creatures,

1873. octavo.

in a candid and receptive spirit will find himself
not a little enriched by the coming of this volume

Mr. Pike was U. 8. consul for several years at

** Whoa!” to the oxen ; and they stopped at

once, thén and there.

to instruct and stir, The congregation is espe-

cially fayored that listens regularly to such discourses as these, The reader who peruses them

SUB~T'ROPICAL RAMBLES in the land of the Aphanapteryx. Personal Experiences, he avbo.
tures,and Wanderings
in and around the island
of Mauritius, By
olas Pike. New York:

huge bowlder

instinctively

“It is,"replied they Robin, gravely. “I
have wy autumn sérmon to preach, and
preach‘it I'must. I have my autumn song
something,

a

his eye, and is satisfied with no sermon (hat fails

hin

which almost overhung the path.

its

|

The river there is singing

knocked

down, and held him there wedged in be-

Thomas Velfe and wif¥, with a family of
¢ ¢ In two ways: First, 1 believe God
has blessed me, and made my business to small children, settled in this country someThey were
prosper ; and, secondly, I have so learned ‘ thing more than a year ago.

Oh, ’tis sweet to scatter roses
On the furrows of the spring.
With a steady hand and prayerful,
Neer an effort is in vain;
God the precious seed will quicken

:

the

limit my charities to that,) than
kept the whole.’
«« How do you account for it?

There is sunshine in the labor
‘Which life's weary moments bring,—

BY ADDIE

since

taking

sides, there was no help in them.
of things which I did not comprehend.
While this had been happening, Jack had
After seeing all the machinery, and hearing
been off careering about the woods, huntsent
they
how
and
the praises of his mer,
ing hares and starting up partridges, and
for United States stocks—fifty and a hunhaving a most delightful time; but now
the
soil
richer
for
the
next
year's
flowers.
dred dollars at a time—every time he went
The river hurigg to the sea; but the moist- when the Ensign whistled for him, he came
to the city, I said:
oid
ure retuins in'drops of dew upon the dry boundiu} back to the sled, saw what had
* Will you please, sir, tell me the secret and thirsty earth. Even from, you, unhappened, and that he could not get, at his
of your great success P—for you tefl pre. gion
changing as you think yourself, old Rock, master, and started for’ home wi the
began life with nothing.”
os
the little fragments fall and form a bed for
|
2
¢ « T don'tpknow as there is any secret the green mosses and waving ferns. Spring speed of a race-horse.
Mother
Jackman
saw
him
coming
down
about it. When sixteen years old I went rises out of autumn, life springs from what
the road, and he seemed to her to be flyto S—— to work. I was to receive forty
looks like death.
ing. His lameness did nov hinder him
dollars a year and my food—no more, no
‘And
this
is
my
autumn
sermon
whieh
I
then. He cleared the ground like a deer
less. My clothing. and all my expenses
have to preach,” continued the Robin, feel- running for his life. She knew that somemust come'out of the forty dollars.
1 then
ing rather as if it had been talking too thing was the matter, and rushed to the
solemnly promisedithe Lord that I would
long, and must bring matters to ‘a hasty door, but, instead of stopping there, he
h
give him one-tent of my wages, and also
conclusion—‘‘the skies may be dark, but shot past, and kept straight on, by several
that I would save another tenth for future
hope, wait, trust, look forward and look
houses and shops to the shoemaker's.
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rapidly, tbe wind may appear west under its
whole extent, being lightest at the north and
heaviest at the south.
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move to the west, and hence it is the east winds
there which have -their speed supplemented by
that of the centers, while the west winds are
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neutralized, “trade

when

being two very distinct ways of frying. To
fry, meansto cook fish or something else immersed in boiling fat. To saute, means to
cook fish or something else with just enough
fat to merely cover the bottom of the pan;

pulse. Thirdly, it is only when the area of low
barometer is stationary that the
wind blows
around it with uniform velocity, and that the
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or

trom burning, it is not fried,

west at several places due west of Long Island,
indicating a centripetal as well as circular im-

tival, to avoid the great consumption of oliveoil. ‘The Cathedral of Rouen has a tower called
the butter tower, from the fact that the Archbishop of Rouen, ‘A.D. 1500, finding the supply
t |
of oil to fail during Lent, permitted the use o
butter in lamps, on _ condition that each inhabi-

Paris is flooded with pamphlets devoted to Bazaine, his trial and history.

A recent English swriter

same

ascends around the core.
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size.
When fish or anything else is cooked in a
frying-pan with just fut enough to prevent it

angle from the higher to the lower pressure,thus
producing an immense spiral whirl, which also

man Catholic churches, during the Christmas fes-

year.
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the wind blows across these parallels at a smal!

Dioscorides, 38 B. C.,
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are
are fried
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BOSTON WHOLESALE PRICES
yi Yor the week ending Nov, 16, 1873.

sunfish, pike, pickerel, flounders, white fish,
black and blue-fish, perch, porgy, mullet,
weak-fish, herring, bass, and the like, and

map as’ northeast and northwest respectively.
Secondly,
the words, *‘nearly parallel to the isobaries,” explained more at length, mean that

the fat part, which is light, rises to the top

The

The Art of( Frying Fish. .

midnight, on the 4th inst., per weather report.
A circle connecting Portland, Burlington, and
Cape May would represent the isobaric of 29-60,
Now, if the wind has a higher pressure at its

The total number of granges of the order of 4 says that #dod butter is prepared frown the fattest
the Patrons of Husbandry in operation October
milk of sheep or goats, by shaking it ina ves256 was 7,580. Of these but 101 are in the northsel till the fat separates.
He says, also, that it
ern states, and 5,001, or nearly two-thirds of the
can be melted and poured over pulse and vege.
whole number, are in the West; the southern
tables, instead of oil, and might be used mm pastry
states have 2,478, or one-third of the whole.
instead of oil. It is evident from this that drawn
butter is not a modern inventibu,
and that our
The Staats-Zeitung used nlne languages in
which to summbn the foreign population of Chipastry-cooks have certainly learned something
from their grandmothers.
cago to' the polis.
But the principal use of butter among the
Queen Victoria is having her portrait painted
Greeks and Romans' was as an ointment and »
as a present to the Czar.
medicine,
The Romans were accustomed to
Phe King of Siam will shortly lay aside his anoint the bodies of their children with it to rencrown and enter the priesthood; but o.uly fora
der them pliable, and the Burgundians extended
fortnight.
its applications by using it as a hair-oil. . Plutarch ’
the prigee of anclent story-tellers, informs us
Louisa Muhibach had tive different L ks in a
that a Spartan lady once paid a visit to Berenice ,
more or less forward state of preparaiion when
the wife of Deijotarus, and that one smelt so
she died.
strongly of ointment and the other of butter,that
The oldest timber in the world is in the anneither could endure the other.
‘We are not told
It is 4000 year. old and
cient temples of Ezy pt.
what kind of ointment it was, but we can safely
perfectly sound.
have been very
assert that the butter
must
rancid,
The Sultan is about to send to the Emperor of
Russia a present of several fine Arab horses of
The ancient Christians of Egypt burnt butter
the purest breed.
in their lamps instead of oil; and in more recen t

Another bank defaleation in New York has
just come to light, the fact transpiring that on
Tuesday last the cashier of the Security Bank of
New York disappeared with $25,000.
No measures have been taken to apprehend the culprit,
because hig bond and his friends’ purses will cover the bank’s loss.
Hardee

mpdern date ; this, the derivation from the Greek

fitth century B, C.

A movement is now maturing at Detroit for a
union of farmers’ granges and labor reformers,
The leading men of those organizations have
been consulting and maturing plans for a general co-operation snd consolidation, which is now
nearly
completed
throughout
the Western
States.

General

The art of making butter is by no means of

to bet

est trees.

It is reported that the Chief-Justice of the
United States Supreme Court is not to be appointed from among the members of the hench.

funeral of the late

of Tonganoxie, K& wants

buturon

Two of the men engaged in robbing $he.
lumbia, Ky., Bank and murdering the cashier 4
vear and a half ago, have been caught in Maine;
and will be taken to Kentucky, on the requisition of Governor Leslie, for trial.

It is said that all hope of disposing of
balance of the new government loan at 4 1-2
4 per cent., as contemplated by the funding
is abandoned, and that the Secretary of
Treasury will ask Congress next sessien for
thority to place the entire loan at 5 per cent.

Churning.

——

Movements are on foot among the farmers of
Illinois and Nebraska to plant and cultivate fors

reservation.

The

Butter and

in “large

tke

1873.

the process of their turning to mosquitoes, It
may help us bear the annoyance in summer
nights to remember how wonderfully and beautifully the little creatares are made. —Advance.

buturon,and this again from bous, a cow, and
turos, cheese (literally eow’s cheese’, sufficiently right, it must blow around Long Island, ‘“back®
Shreveport than any other city.
indicatés, But although the word is of Greek ing,”—i. e., in u direction the reverse of watchIt is estimated that 163,200 drinks of liguor and derivation, it was late before this people had any hands. Thus, at Portland and Boston it blew
beer are sold in Milwaukee every twelve hours.
notion of it. Their great poets, Homer, Theoc- from the east; at Burhngton, northeast; Cincinritus, and Euripides, who,
like Shakespeare,
nati, north; Cape May, Washington, Lynchburg,
Deaf mutes, it is now asserted, are more
drew the stores for their immortal ereations from
ete., northwest and at New London, southeast.
merous in Mountninous regions than in
all sources of knowledge, do not speak of it, al- Three, facts contribute to confuse the simplicity
countries,
though they mention milk and cheese. Aristotle, of this law 8s applied to the interpretation of our
A despatch from the Le Vernez (Paris) Ob- othe famous philosopher of olden time, first speaks weather-maps, exclusive of mistakes; first, the
servatory announces to the Smithsonian Instiof a fut substance coirtained in milk whichi, un- ‘observers divide the compass into only “eight
tute the discovery of a comet at. Marseilles, by der certain circumstances, becomes like oil.
points, making but one between each pair of
Cozzia, in right ascension 16 hours 23 minutes,
Herodotus, the Greek historian, is the most an. cardinals; hence winds from north-northeast and
declination plus 27 degrees 26 minutes, with a
cient writer who, in his accounf of the Seythians, north-northwest might both appear in one region
slight motion towards the southwest,
describes a process for making butter. The word recorded
as nortly, and in another on the same

Clements

Charles

evening

Friday

alike,ss measured by the barometer,—a word

To illustrate: Suppose a nucleus of lowest pressure, say 20-3, to be central over Long Island,
and stationary. Such was actually the case at

uisville has done more for Memphis and

- A despatéh from Monongahela City, Pa., says
on

wolf is re-appearing

$4000 he can beat any lady at cooking:

years ago, has just been confessed by the cashier
of the Commercial National Bank of Providence.
ht,
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of solid matter that
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and the south of France, but was sold chiefly by of forty and even fifty degrees, when the lungs
it occurs in some earlier English work.
ments with favored creditors.
The judge comthe apothecaries for medicinal purposes,
Most
mented quite severely en the course of the firm.
are always at ninety-eight, is too great a change.
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find a verse beginning ‘the churning of milk room the wipdow of which had been foolishly
steamer Wawasset, on the Potomac River, last
704 Clear Pino, »
Prince Frederick of Hohenzollern, the youngbringeth forth butter,” ete. This would certain- hoisted’ for ventilation. The: water-cure jour- is sold by druggists.
August, by which about a hundred lives were
er brother of Prince Charles of Roumania, is at
ly scem to describe the preparation of butter, nals of the country have done an incalculable in.
lost, has given the opinion that no one was parpresent staying at Bucharest, on a six months’
but the original Hebrew words, ehaleb metz,sig- jury by the blind and indiscriminate advice of
ticularly to blame, or sufficiently so to call -for
leave of absence from the Prussian army.
nify squeezing or pressing, as, for example, the hoisting the window at night,
His
eriminal proceedings.
udder of a cow; so that milking, and not making
object is to acquire a knowledge of the Rouman
The rule should be, everywhere, during the
Suits have been brought against the State
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butter, is supposed te be meant.
It is very prob- part of the year when fires are kept burning, to
language
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contreasurer of North Carolina to restrain him from
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ing called to fill the Rouman throne.
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ed to pay the interest on the special tax bonds,
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Woman in Sacred History,
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$0 called, but whick was used for general purEngland.
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pending it contained in skins of goats in their come cold. If there is seme fire in the room all is a series of narrative-sketches, drawn from ScripNov. 16, 1873.
tural, historical, and legendary sources. Illustrated
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tents and pressing it to and tro. Dr. Chandler, night, the window may be opened an inch,
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brella is closed, is a cap which fits down upon the
No further intelligence is received of the late
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. The Prassian Diet was opened Wednesday.
Count von Roon has: been relieved from the
ministry of war, and Geuersl von Kamecke will
probably suseeed him,

There was a serious riot Wednesday night, at
& meeting in favor of *“ Home

ny, Ireland.

Buyle”, in Kilken-

The mob stoned the police, who

of Anticosti are

represented to be in a starving condition,
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government steamer
with food.
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a

de-

AM thie blsek troops in Frimtlen are under
onders oe sive service in the Ashantee war
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nt from Nassau, which fs
expected in ih few days, The ninety-sevonth
regiment,
‘Barbadoes, will take their
place,
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In making

his investigations

he came

to

this country, and he refers ‘as follows to one of
our national jnstitutionk ; * While T was in Amer-

charged upon them and made seyeral arrests.

The settlers. on the Island

who do more bodily than men¥al

proportion as the physieal exceeds the mental
exercise, a distinet and positive’ tendency in the
oyster, when eaten, toproduce emotional insan~

fen I saw the exc itemets caused by immoderate
indulgence in shell-fish violently illustrated.
They have there a sort of political assemblage
called a clam-bake, where speeches and music

and spfigs are interspersed with profuse feasts
upon
u species of oyster called

the clam,

Vast

crowds attend these celebrations, and iio sooner

are they gorged with the’ insidious comestible,
than they become full of excitement and.furores ;
swear themselves away in fealty to the most
worthless of demagogues;
sing,%fight, dance,
gouge one another's eyes out, and ¢onduct them-

selves like madmenin a conflagration.

inner side diminishing them proportionately.
As the different insects were working on th o | that its wings. look like the most delicate gauze,
different sides,there must have been some mean 8 beautifully veined and fringed ; its legs are coy-

of communicating the proportion to be observed;
while, the bottom being: ¢ommon to both séls of
cells, the difficulty of thus regularly varying their

dimensions: must have
entific Am.
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ered with feathers, and even for

the deadly little

Jance it has a sheath, decorated with plumes, as
gay as any warrior’s, into which it can be drawn
when not in use. The lance itself is so fine, and
smooth, and polished, that not even the best
microscope can find any roughuess in it.,
Aud how happy: they are—and how musical
as well as hungry! We know of no bird that can

keep up such an incessant singing all night long,
scarcely stopping to take breath; nor do we
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